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heumatic DROP«
any articles are before th '

as a cure for that must „4#
ormenung disease, the RbetZ?*
'rom, close observation we 1 ?
they have, to a ver, j;f *
f-*'led to produce that desirable^1
^yn not be attributed to the I *
•ssaid to cure this troublesome d'
we also recommended to cure al?
disease with which our frai| J"?
Racked, and in their preparation^
IS kept in view, viz- ml " 1
ine a cure for all diseases? h’V'!,,
-

e Vegetable Rheumatic DronSars,
to the public as a remedy for k
»nd as no case is known S"*
ore was not effected, we are ¡’J
•'»ring it a valuable medicine foi

CERTIFICATES,
sirs. Crosiys
Co. :
An apprentice of mineb,,
for many months so much „ffl,
the Rheumatisu, in one of his“«,
>e unfit lor labor; and after t.yi,,"^
■any po1)ulat. medicines, 1 applied,
able Rheumatic Drops, which ?
time effected a perfect cure ■ J
ow been more than six mouths ®
A any new attack of the disease,1
1,the boJ >s been frequently exii
damps ana rains.
!

Robert cutler.

umbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
Io hereby certify, that I was afa
he Chrome Rheumatism for about»
ars, so that I was unable to attehdb
•smess one third of the time. ’W
tried every thing I could bear of (fo
ecommended to cure the complaiin
und no relief, and in fact 1 had
red of finding any. In the fall of
at Columbus, at which time I was«
> get on to my horse without help, |
of mine advised me to purchases
of Messrs. O. & S. Crosby & Co,i
ible Rheumatic Drops, which Jdij
iphed as directed, and found
lief, and I am perfectly cured-asi
ow been more than six months and!
never had a return of the pain-4
i in the winter of 1832—3, Iptf
I a diove of cattle and hogs, and drui
across the Alleghany mountainsi
elphia market, and was expos?
h the tour to cold and rain. 1 ci
Lilly recommend it to all whoarei
with the Rheumatism.
WM. COCHRAN,
ion county, O. August 1, 1832.
d wholesale and retail by JOE
IE, Kennebunk-, Nathan Kendal
■: Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 1J(
Fide, Faneuil Hall; Rogers,
>
79, Commercial Street ; 8,1
r, & Brothers, No. 90 and 92,
St. ; Maynard & Noyes, Nif I
ill, Boston.

O THOSE AFFLICTED Will

CORN S.

IE celebrated ALBION COS
PLASTER affords instant reli
: the same lime dissolves and dm
irn out by the roots, without the to

.TiFicATE.—“ To those afflicted nil
on their feet, I do certify, that I lia
he Albion Corn Plaster, with cot
access. Before I had used ohetw
pletely cured a Corn which lit
d me for many years. 1 makrf
for the benefit of those afflicted «i
inful complaint.
WM. SHAW.
king, L. 1. Feb. 28.
e 50 cents a box.
R ELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS,
i
EY purify the blood, quicken itsti
eolation, assist the suspended optf
f nature, and are a general reniesprevailing complaints among #
part of society. The pills arep
y efficacious in the Green Sicta,
lion of the heart. Giddiness, Slw
, Sinking of the Spirits, Deject«
sincltnaiion to exercise and socieil
d ladies will find the Pills equal
except in cases of pregnancy,
ust not be taken ; neither musti^
n by persons of hectic or consul
aits. Price $1,50 cents a box.
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ALSO—THE

CELEBRATED

IRL1N TOOTH-ACHEP1U$
give immediate relief, without^
jury to the teeth. On trial this J
d one of the best remedies knowtife
nplaint. Price 50 cents a box.
None are genuine unless signed t
side printed wrapper by theso'ler^
, T. Kidder, immediate success
ate Dr. W. T. Conway. Fof’^
Counting Room, over No. 99,
near Concert Hall, Boston,and^
special appointment, by
HN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
MUEL POPE, Kennebunkport
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reived and for sale by^
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The question being on the acceptance of Common Pleas—additional concerning
MAINE LEGISLATURE
tions thus withered and blasted (though sen
the report of the Committee, the House hav- Banks and Banking.
tenced to exist,) she felt the full tide of mise
SENATE.
Passed to be engrossed—Resolve author
ry, and turned with disgust from a world of
ing determined to take the question by yeas
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
MONDAY, MARCH 9.
hollow and unmeaning pretensions, to sigh
izing the Land Agent to settle certain
and nays, it was decided as follows :—
JAMES K. REM1CH.
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of the
over the wilderness of her heart, in the deso
Yeas.—York—Messrs. Bradbury, Cous claims.
Office bn the Main-Street,-opposite theMeeting-House.
lation of her chamber. In a little apartment, town of Liberty—Resolve respecting the ins, Dam, Dean, Deering, Goodwin, Gow
The House resumed the consideration of
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
closeted from human view, I could hear the Gaol in the County of York.
en, Hobson, Holmes, Lord, Powers, Ricker, the resolve in favor of Daniel Cony et als.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Passed to be enacted—Bill additional to Stuart, Small, &c.—82.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which heart-rending,—heart-agonizing sighs of my
and the debate was further continued by
remain unpaid at., the expiration of the year.—No loved sufferer, and the sympathizing conso an act to regulate the jurisdiction and proNays.—York—Mr. Woodman, &c.—65. Messrs. Chase of Sebec, and Jewett of
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub lations of her parents, endeavoring to miti
ceedingsof the Courts of Probate—Bill to
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Portland, against the Resolve, and Mr.
So the House accepted the Report.
gate her distress. But, it was all in vain, she
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for was struggling with a broken heart, which so incorporate the Maine Episcopal Missionary
Hodgman of Warren in favor of it.
Petition
of
the
Baptist
Parsonage,
in
any error in any . advertisement beyond the amount
affected and disarranged her mental organi Society—Bill* additional relating to Engine Shapleigh, came down from the Senate, in
Mr. Chase of Sebec, moved to amend
■charged for its insertion.
zation as to completely undermine her health. men, was read the second lime.
compliance with the request of the House, the Resolve by adding the following :
The deep solicitude that agitated me from
And be it further resolved, That if the
and was referred to the Committee on the
MISCELLANEOUS
TUESDAY, MARCH 10.
the season of her attack, until the peinod of
inhabitants of the city of Portland, furnish
Judiciary.
Bill
for
the
relief
'
f
Poor
Debtors,
was
her dissolution, was extremely distressing.
For the Gazette & Palladium.
suitable buildings to accommodate the Leg
As her end evidently approached, it was with read a second time section by section, sun
islature, on or before the first day of No
saturday, march 7.
the most painful emotions, I listened to her dry amendments were proposed and adopt
THE ADVENTURES OF A BONNET. '
last sigh, and heard the stifled, though audi ed and the several parts of the bill discussed.
Bill to repeal an act additional, to pro vember next, satisfactory to the Governor
RELATED BY HERSELF.
ble grief of her bereaved parents, who wit Mr. Greene of York, ttfcnved to strike out vide for the education of youth (appropria and Council, then the Governor shall issue
The first knowledge I havenf my existence nessed
i
their bright blossom thus untimely
ting the Bank tax for the support of com his Proclamation to convene the next LegAvas in a Milliner’s Shop, imprisoned in a iblighted by the cold frost of desolation. Af the words (< who shall be free-holders,” in
¡stature in said city of Portland.
mon Schools) was read a third time.
the
35th
line
of
the
1st
section,
and
the
case of rather ordinary dimensions, surround ter the removal of her lovely semblance to
This amendment was adopted without
Mr. Dumont of Hallowell moved that the
ed by others of a similar design, and appa the place of interment, I relinquished myself question being ordered by Yeas and Nays,
debate by a Vote of 73 to 58.
rently of the same order, but of a variety of entirely
,
to serious reflections and for a num was decided in the négative as follows :— Bill be indefinitely postponed, and the
Mr. Dumont of Hallowell said he hardly
form and texture. Though immersed in so ber of weeks, continued a solitary occupant
Yeas.—Messrs. Brown, Clark, Fish, F. ye,as and nays being ordered upon this mo
knew how to vote upon the resolve as a- .
ciety, I was no ways benefitted by it, for of
, the chamber, until I was liberated from Greene, Latham, Mantor, Miller and Purin tion, were taken as follows :—
He would request some gentle
criminal-like we were enchained within the my gloomy retreat, and bequeathed to a ton—8.
Yeas.—York.
Bradbury, Cousins, mended.
limits of our narrow cells, and not even per- cousin
i
man
in
the
majority to reconsider the vote
of my departed friend. At first, she
Nays.—Messrs. Allen, Barnard, Bartlett, Dam, Dean, Deering, Goodwin, Gowen,
mitted to exchange a glance of recognition. regarded
;
me with unfeigned regret, as 1 sug
Hammond, Hobbs, Hobson, Holmes, Lord, by which the amendment was adopted.
Burnham,
Chandler,
Emmons,
Farnham,
How cruel the thorns of suspense ! How gested
,
a long train of melancholy associa
Mr. Holmes of Alfred suggested that the
Mildram, Perkins, Powers, Ricker, Stuart,
torturing the wounds they inflict! They are tions,
i
connected with the dear absent-one, McLellan, Pierce and Randall —10.
question might be divided.
Mr. Prescott was excused from voting Small, Weeks, Woodmah, &c.—150.
followed by days of distressing foreboding, but after a time the frequency of my appear
Messrs. Hawes of North Yarmouth, Vose
Nays—7.
and nights of wakeful anxiety. Ignorant of ;ance, failed of exciting such impressions.
and on his motion the bill was ordered to
of
Augusta, Holmes of Alfred and Benson
the nature of my offence, or the extent of the
So the bill was indefinitely postponed.
Unlike her departed cousin, Anna possessed lie on the table till to morrow. Adjourned.
of Winthrop, advocated 4be original Re
penalty, I frequently resolved to question the ai fondness for silent rambles, frequently
solve, and Messrs. Hobbs of Waterborough,
fair arbiter of my destiny, what crime I had making
i
botanical excursions, and collecting
MONDAY, MARCH 9.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11.
perpetrated, that justified such a rigid course a
j variety of rare plants. She delighted in
Foster of Pembroke, Brooks of Portland,
Passed to be enacted—Bills repealing
Mr.
Mowry,
from
the
Committee
on
of procedure.
Oh I surely, it is wisely pur- studying
i
the works of Nature, and reading
Sturdevant of Cumberland, and Humphrey
part
of
an
act
providing
for
the
promotion
“ run-a-waysf made a report “ by himself”
posed, that we cannot scan futurity, or turn there the many beautiful expressions of the
of
Gray opposed it; the three last gentle
the page to read of coming-days, days per Creator’s wisdom and goodness. Thus con of Education — to alter and amend the sev —that the committee continued to discharge men being willing, however, that it should
haps fraught with sorrow, unlighted by templation directed her thoughts heaven eral acts and laws for the administration of their arduous ddties, and that nearly all the
Hope’s sunshine, and though the present be ward and upward, her spirit was not satisfied Justice—to repeal an act additional toan act Committee were obliged to be absent most pass with the amendment.
After some discussion, the question was
dark, and shrouded by affliction, yet there are, with the emptiness of Earth, or its cold affec establishing the Court of Common Pleas— of the time in order to look up and bring
at times, secret glimmerings of its disappear tions, but panted after an union with her to incorporate the Wells Mutual Marine In into the House absent members, and in divided and the yeas and nays were taken
upon the original Resolve, (to cancel the
ance and after-happy-days. It was thus with God.. On one of her excursions, being some surance Company—Resolve authorizing the
search of11 persons and papers”—and rec
me. I banished the dread of continuance in distance from home, we were surprised by a
Land Agent to settle certain claims for pub ommended that the roll of the House be bond) as follows:
vassalage, quieted my fears in the anticipa violent shower of rain, which almost inunda
Yeas.—York—Messrs. Bradbury, Cous
called. The report of the Committee was
tion of speedy deliverance, and resolved at all ted me in attempting to screen her. She lic lands—in favor of Daniel Cony et als.
Passed to be engrossed — Bill additional accepted, and on calling the roll, it appear ins, Dean, Hobson, Holmes, Johnson, Lord,
events, to possess a spirit of resignation to however succeeded in regaining a small hut,
my present mysterious allotments. After where we remained until the fury of the regulating Divorces—Resolve for the pres ed that there were 50 members “ absent Ricker, Woodman, &c.—92.
Nays.—York—Messrs. Brooks, Dam,
having silenced my apprehensions as to the storm had abated, but so undue exertions ervation and repair of the Mars Hill Road and not to be found,” including all the
disposal of my liberty, I discovered other with the addition of violent exposure, quite —for the preservation and repair of the Committee, except the Chairman, whb Deering, Goodwin, Gowen, Hammond,
Hobbs, Powers, Stuart, Small, Weeks, &c.
grounds for uneasiness of which I could not exhausted me, and I sunk down under a Canada Road—Bill additional respecting were in search of the <£ missing.”
so easily divest myself. Being naturally of weight of depression, which it was impossi
—66.
highways—additional to an act regulating
Resolve
respecting
the
jail
in
the
County
a timid and retiring disposition, I unfortu ble for me to surmount. We returned home
So the Resolve was passed to be engross
of York. Mr. Weeks moved to refer to
nately possessed an imposing site exposed to very little benefitted by our afternoon’s ram judicial process and proceedings.
ed,
in concurrence with the Senate.
Bill to incorporate Banks by prohibiting next Legislature, which was negatived by a
the glare of publicity, where the giddy and ble, and as for myself, despair was legibly
Mr. Holmes then moved to refer the sec
gay were constantly passing and re-passing, written on my frontlets, and presenting so the emission and circulation of Bank Bills vote of 104 to 17, and the resolve finally
ond Resolve (for the removal of the seat of
and not unfrequently did the crimson tide unhappy a mood, and being so easily disa or Notes of a small denomination was read passed.
government to Portland) to the next Legis
mantle my brow, as they commented on me bled, was condemned as unworthy of fulfill a second time.
¿Mr. Barnard moved to
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to repeal an
with daring effrontery. Persons of a reflect ing my office. Thus regarded as useless to strike out all that part of the Bill which re Act additional respecting the Court of lature.
Messrs. Humphrey, and Brooks of Port
ive cast, and subject to observation, can col my present employer, she seemed willing lates to bills of the denomination of Three Common Pleas—Bill repealing part of an
lect in the routine of their existence a fund of and even desirous.«!’relinquishing her claims
land, opposed the motion.
This Legisla
Dollars,
and
the
question
being
ordered
was
Act
for
the
education
of
youth.
knowledge, and though deprived of congeni upon me, and on the application of a beggar
ture was as ready to act upon the subject
decided
by
yeas
and
nays
as
follows
:
Passed
to
be
enacted
—
Bill
additional
to
al spirits, find in themselves a library of hap soliciting help, I was yielded to her as an as
Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Barnard Brown, regulate the jurisdiction and proceeding of as the next would be.
piness. Having habituated rnyself to consec sistant.
Messrs. Jarvis, Dumont and Vose of Au
utive thinking, I could readily call in the Having been accustomed to the most exalted Burnham, Clark, Emmons, Mantor, Mc the Courts of Probate.
gusta, supported the motion,
assistance of Imagination, and by these united, society, and possessing a nature flexible and Lellan, Randall and Read —10.
The bill to incorpórate the Maine Epis
Mr. Foster of Pembroke, moved that the
was not at a loss for enjoyment, though at extremely susceptible, I had received such im
Nays—Messrs. Bartlett, Chandler, Fish, copal Missionary Society, passed to be en
Resolve lie on the table. After a long de
times I panted for innovation, and a peep at pressions of goodness and intrinsic worth, and F. Greene, C. Greene, Latham, McIntire, acted.
the great world, whose merits and demerits attained such a pitch of refinement, that I
Yeas.—York.—Messrs. Bradbury, Cous bate the motion was negatived, 5.6 to 82.
Pierce, Purinton and Smith—10.
I frequently heard discussed.
could illy brook uncouth manners and offen
The motion to refer the Resolve to the
The
question
of
passing
the
bill
to
be
en

ins,
Gowen, Hobbs, Holmes, Johnson,
One day, quite unexpectedly, I was releas sive vulgarisms, and in deep agony of heart
next Legislature was negatived, 67 to 7L
grossed
being
ordered
by
yeas
and
nays,
Lord,
Perkins,
Powers,
Ricker,
Weeks,
ed at the request of a servant-girl, who lodg contrasted my present being to my former
Mr. Dumont then moved that the Re
Woodman, &c.—78«
ed me in an oval box, in order to transport state, and this was certainly an additional in was decided as follows :—
Nays.— York.— Brooks, Dean, Deering, solve be indefinitely postponed, which mo
me to the residence of her mistress for ex crease of misery and tended greatly to the
Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Bartlett, Brown,
Adjourned.
amination. Here I found my situation pain promotion of a disease which I was sensible, Burnham, Chandler, Clark, Fish, F. Goodwin, Hammond, Hobson, Mildram, tion prevailed, 79 to 63.
ful in the extreme, and had it been of Ipng was making rapid inroads upon me. Alas! Greene, C. Greene, Latham, Mantor, Mil Stewart, Small, &c.—54.
Wyandot Indians.—At the court of
duration, should certainly have suffocated ;i I was ignorant of its cruel devastations on my ler, McIntire, Pierce Purinton and Smith
Report upon the petition of the inhabi common pleas held at Bucyrus, O. Charles
however I soon found myself in open day, fair countenance, until the fatal truth was re
tants of New Gloucester for an altera Sissna, (one of 4 men imprisoned on a
exposed to the view of an elderly maiden-la vealed, by an introduction of the little va —16.
Nays—Messrs. Barnard, Emmons, Farn tion of the tenure of judicial offices, refer charge of stealing horses from the Indians^
dy, who eyeing me contemptuously, dismiss grant into a Lady’s parlor, for the purpose of
ring the same to the next Legislature, and was tried. After hearing the evidence,
ed me from her presence, as possessing too requesting charity. She thoughtlessly pre- ham, McLellen, Randall and Read—6.
The Senate resumed the consideration of ordering it in the mean time to be printed in Judge Higgins charged the jury, that these
independent an air for her prudish notions,. sented rne before a mirror, and judge of my
though, to speak candidly, I ought to confess,• dismay, in beholding my beauty marred by the Bill for the relief of Poor Debtors.
all the newspapers in this State, came from Indians were an independent nation, and
that my situation of late had inspired me the deep furrows of Time, and myself rapid
Sundry amendments were adopted, and the Senate indefinitely postponed.
the property stolen out of the jurisdiction of
with confidence and superiority. I wis has ly declining into forgetfulness. But notwith after some discussion by Messrs. C. Greene,
The House voted 84 to 30 to concur in the court, therefore a verdict could not be
tily returned to my former habitation, and standing these circumstances, my ambitious Emmops, Allen and Prescott, the bill pass indefinitely postponing the Report.
rendered against the prisoner: That the
deposited in my little nook, not at allI feelings were not completely extinguished, 1
'Legislation was reported inexpedient— General Government w-as their protector,
abashed by this ignominious treatment, con■ still possessed a lurking desire to immortalize ed to be engrossed as amended. Adj.
upon an ol der relative to the rights of vo and to seek redress they must go to the U.
scious her opinions were incorrect, and hack my name, and not have it vanish as my prede
ters removing from one town to another— States Court. The jury however retired,
THURSDAY, MARCH 12.
neyed by peculiarities in common with a cessors. It was this aspiring spark still glow
Passed to be engrossed—Bills to increase upon an order relative to altering the first and brought in a verdict of guilty. The
class of ohsoletes. My confinement was ing in my bosom, which stimulated my droop
however speedily closed, for a young lady, ing faculties, and actuated me thus to give a the capital stock of the Casco Bank—to in section of an additional act regulating the court still refused to enter the verdict on
attracted by my appearance and strongly pre brief outline of my history. But, oh, fatal corporate the People’s Bank—to incorpo qualification of voters in town affairs.
their docket. A motion fora new trial
possessed in my favor, resolved on making ambition, it has prematurely deprived me of rate the Mariner’s Bank—to increase the
An abstract of the returns of the Blind, was then made and granted. The prison
ime her future companion. She inquired the existence, for in the attempt, my feeble frame capital stock of Calais Bank—to incorpo communicated by the Secretary of State,
ers are yet in prison, but will probably be
price of my ransom, and having settled the is entirely shattered, my mental energies are
delivered over to the marshal for trial at the
terms, secured rne as her possession, and exhausted—a strange sensation seizes me, it rate the Bank of Cumberland—to incorpo was referred.
Order of notice to the next Legislature U. S. Court in Columbus.
well I recollect the joy which danced in her is
j the convulsions of expiring nature. I die, rate the Jefferson High School.
Bill to repeal an act to provide for the was granted in concurrence upon the peti
happy countenance, and beamed in her —
. Bury me with my ancestors. Farew***.
Canton Repertory.
education of youth was taken up and the tions of Ichabod Jordon et als.—of Robert
sparkling eye, as she contemplated me as her
March 14, 1835.
N.
own. From this hour I was permitted to
vote of the Senate passing the same to be Tucker, Jr. et als.—of John White et als.-—
Assassination.—Those who affect to
•accompany her in all her shopping expedi
engrossed reconsidered.
of John Barker.
believe that Gen-Jackson’s life was recently
tions, and could at times with difficulty com
Waltzing.—Some of the Southern pa The question of postponing indefinitely
Passed to be engrossed—Bill additional to preserved by miraculous interposition,may
mand my risibles, in beholding her frequent pers, with commendable spirit and taste,
being ordered by yeas and nays, was deci regulate divorces.
perhaps discover, in the instance of Richard
ly duped in her bargains ; but I was only suf
have taken a decided stand against the ded in the affirmative by the following
Bj7 leave of the House, Mr Humphrey of Coffin, a paraded case which we copy from
fered to remain a mere listener,—a silent ob
Gray laid upon the table a Resolve propo the Newburg Gazette of Saturday :—
server, and not permitted to interfere in any indecorous practice of waltzing so com vote :—
Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Brown, Burnham, sing an amendment of the Constitution in
A few days since Mr. Richard Coffin, coo
cf her affairs. As she possessed unbounded mon in the Southern and Middle States
confidence in my integrity, and knew I pos and which is occasionally witnessed in Farnham, Fish, F. Greene, C. Greene, La relation to the time of the session of the per in the employ of the Newburg Whaling
sessed the organ of secretiveness in a great grave New England. The Richmond tham, Mantor, Miller, McIntire, Pierce, Legislature, which was read and Friday Company, discharged a workman by the
degree, she feared no disclosure on my part,
name of Henry Hunt, an Englishman, hav
Read and Tobin—-14.
next assigned.
and consequently admitted me to her evening Whig carries on the war with vigor and
By leave of the House, Mr. Holmes of ing previously given him a note for a sum
Nays—Messrs. Barnard, Bartlett, Chan
rambles and private confabs. I sauntered we hope that good taste and propriety
Alfred laid upon the table a Resolve in fa of money payable on the first day of April
with a variety of characters, but there was will prevail and that waltzing will be dler, Clark, Emmons, McLellan, Prescott,
vor of Israel Chadbourne, which was once next. On Tuesday last Hunt entered the
one mostly favored among the throng. But, no longer tolerated by our fair coun Purinton, Randall and Smith—10.
Bill additional to promote the sale and read and tomorrow at ten o’clock assigned. door of Mr.C’s shop with a loaded gun, and
ah 1 she, artless, unsuspecting girl, deemed
Bill for the benefit of Colleges, academies demanded immediate payment of the note,
all the world as incapable of in-sincerity as trywomen.—Bost. Mer.
settlement of the Public Lands, reported in
herself, never once dreamed of falsehood and
new draft by Mr. Fish, from the select com «nd other seminaries of learning, was twice and without waiting for a reply, levelled the
treachery, lurking in the garb of soft breath
Nantucket Knight.—Capt. Baxter, mittee to which it had been committed with read and Friday next assigned, and order gun at Mr. C. with the avowed intention of
ings and gentle whispers, and never imagined
special instructions, was read once and ed that 500 copies be printed. [This bill shooting him. Fortunately it snapped with
the base deceiver robed in the guise of affec commander of a whaling ship, and for
provides that 20 townships of land shall be out igniting the priming. Mr. C. immedi
tion. Poor thing ! In the brightness of her merly of Nantucket, has been created passed to be engrossed.
ately retreated and succeeded in eluding the
Bill concerning mortgages and pledges of set apartas a literary fund.]
young imagination, she ragarded him as a by the King of France, a Knight of the
villian, who pursued him for some distance.
being of superior order, of angelic make, in Legion of Honor, as a testimony of his personal property, and property subject to
TUESDAY, MARCH 10.
He was soon after arrested, taken before
capable of deceit and worthy of her best affec
any lien created by law was taken up.
Passed to be enacted—bill to incorporate Justice Gazlay and committed ; having as
tions. But, he, heartless miscreant 1 knew Majesty’s satisfaction at the efforts The Senate, with others, adopt the amend
not the strength of woman’s love, that the made by the Captain to promote the ment proposed by the House and pass the the Wells Mutual Marine Insurance Com we understand declared to the magistrate
fount was deep and ever-flowing, gushing out fishery of the country. We would give same to be engrossed. Adj.
that it had been and still was his determin
pany.
in exuberant fulness, never stayed by oppo sixpence so see a bluff skipper of a
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo ation to take the life of Mr. C. He will
sing currents, but rolling on with a steady, “ right whaler” strutting across his
FRIDAY, MARCH 13.
rate the Moose Head Lake Steam Naviga probably be tried at the court in this village
measured course, until hushed by the chill
next week. The gun was subsequently fired,
Several bills were passed to be enacted. tion Company.
ing, congealing influence of Death, nor would quarter deck with the star of the Le
Resolve in favor of Daniel Cony et als. without difficulty, and found to be well load
it cease then, if purified and invigorated by gion of Honor upon the breast of his
(cancelling their bond in relation to the ed with two balls.
Heaven’s flame, but would flow on forever, pea jacket.—jV. Y. Courier.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
increasing and expanding in its own genial
State House,) was read a second time.
FRIDAY, MARCH 6.
element.
ff/^The Globe of the 5th inst. contains
AFTERNOON.
Have a special care how you associ The Committee to whom was referred
But, to return to my fair friend ; she gave
Passed to be enacted—bills to alter and a Card signed by Col. Johnson and Mr.
him a pre-eminence in her affections, a su ate with men of the bottle,—for he
the bill for the suppression of small bills, re amend the several acts and laws, for the Wise, assuring the public that the personal
premacy in her heart, but he basely rejected whose mind is overpowered with wine
ported a bill fas taken into a new draftj administration of justice—to repeal part of misunderstanding between Messrs. Johnson
her love, then cruelly trampled on it, leaving
her to feel all the agonies of unrequite<£af- is like the chariot whose driver is cast and reported also that the same ought not to an act for the education of youth—to repeal and Barry has been honorably adjusted to
an act additional relative to the Court of the satisfaction of all concerned.
pass.
of grief,” her affec- out of the box.
feejion. IIn the 'bitterness
‘
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of the inhabitants of Lyons who suffered
as Yeaton et als.—of Zadoc Humphrey et
Mr. Holmes said he couldn’t think there
from the disasters of April last, was warmly
MAINE
LEGISLATURE.
als.
was any human being so base as to attempt
opposed. Appearances are extremely favor
Seven days later from France.—The packet able to the success of the indemnity bill.
Reference to the next Legislature was to cheat any old soldier out of his scanty
SENATE.
ship Francis Depau, arrived at New York,
granted upon the petition ofR. M. N. Smith pittance—if he thought there was he should
i
SATURDAY,
MARCH
14.
The Constitutionnel, adverting to the vote
on Friday night last week, bringing Paris
Finally passed—Resolve for the pay et als.
certainly be against the abolition of capital
and Havre papers to Jan. 31.
of the American Senate, says :—“ If this first
The House then went into Committee of punishment. If there was such a man the
ment of accounts against the State.
demonstration
of
the
Legislative
Power
[From the N. Y. Courier & Enquirer.]
Passed to be engrossed—Bill additional the Whole upon the Bill to abolish Capital Devil would certainly have him—he was as
should find an echo in the United States ; if
The Treaty is of course the subject of fre the Chamber of Representatives should also to an act to regulate the jurisdiction and Punishment.
Mr. Webb of Windham, in certain of it as he was that there was one.
quent discussion in the journals. A docu refuse to accede to the belligerent proposals of
the Chair.
proceedings of the Courts of Probate.
The speculator might cheat the old soldiers
ment is published, signed by many of the message, the question for France will be sep
Mr. O’Brien of Brunswick, continued his but he couldn’t cheat the Devil; for if he
Once read and Monday next assigned —
most emiitent manufacturing houses at Ly arated from the irritating matter which rendidn’t get him he ('Mr H.) wouldn’t give a
ons, pointing out the ...j«.j
injury that would ivoun,
result dered it difficult ¿[‘solution, and will be re- Resolve in favor of Union Academy at remarks against the bill.
f o . 1 id p ■ ace fi" om a cessation
The Committee rose and reported prog fig for such a Devil.
of the friendly i; duced to the point, whether a debt be owing, Kennebunk.
intercourse with this country. It is said to ■ Or, admitting the affirmative, whether it be
Legislation reported inexpedient on an ress.
The bill laid on the table by Mr. Perkins
Ihave .produced
1
’ great_ effect.
"
The
or ,,
he
not texag„erated. The correct conduct order requesting the several Banks in this
Bill concerning Mortgages and pledges of Kennebunk-port, making legal the testi
----- claim of
-. l W1
c IJUl
nussia
the Am
Russia for an indemnity also has excited even !I of
ofthc
American Senate ought not to induce State to make a return to the Secretary of and liens upon personal property, came mony of parties in certain cases was called
more attention than our treaty, and much *s-i the Chamber to yield too easilv to the one- State, &c. and on an order relative to Banks from the Senate with sundry amendments,
up. Mr. Perkins spoke at length in favor
cussion bas already taken place in regard to j rous c|au5es of th^ Treaty. If'the honor of
discounting paper payable at any other and was ordered to lie on the table. Adj. of the bill.
it in the Chamber.
J France imposes an obligation to pay what is
afternoon.
Mr. Chase of Sebec moved to indefinitely
Our Paris correspondent, under date of legally due, the same honor makes it impera place, than those in which the Banks are
The Roll of the House is called and 90 postpone, which prevailed by a vote of 9f
31st January, closes his letter in the following tive not to subscribe to unfounded preten located—accepted.
words:
The Committee on Banks and Banking, members are loimd to be absent without to 7.
sions, and not to submit to the financial ulti
“Herewith I have the pleasure of sending matum of a foreign country.”
reported that they had acted upon all the leave.
Legislation reported inexpedient upon an
you an early copy of the papers to be laid be
A quorum not being present, the Roll is order directing an inquiry into the expedien
business
referred to them,
and riMsru
asked to
be
....................................
Hicui, tiuu
tout?
Disastrous Shipwreck.—-The Liverpool !
fore the Chamber of Deputies on the subject
¡discharged from the consideration of any again called and 50 members are found to cy of providing that no more than one fifth
of the treaty of the 4th of July, 1831. l am Albion of Feb. 6, gives the following partie-!
ulars
of
the
wreck
of
the
ship
Lion,
the
prop!! business during the remainder of the present be absent without leave, and so a quorum of the paper discounted by the Banks in this
assured by several of the leading members
being present the House proceeds to busi State shall be made payable at any other
session—accepted.
!
etry
of
Messrs.
Benjamin
Rich
and
Sons,
of
on both sides of the House, and more partic
ness.
place than that at which the banks are re
ularly by General Delaborde, the Senior j Boston, with the loss of the Captain, BursPassed to be enacted—Bills additional spectively situated, and this report was ac
Questeur, who kindly suffers me to mention ley, and ten of her crew.
..
MONDAY, MARCH 16.
Intelligence has been received of the loss
his name, that there is no longer any doubt
Bill additional to an act respecting wills to regulate divorces—to change the name cepted.
of the fine American ship Lion, which sailed and the descent of intestate estates, and to of sundry persons.
of a majority in favor of the recognition.”
Finally passed—Resolve authorizing the
from Liverpool on Friday. She was bound limit the liability of the husband for the
The House then went into Committee of Secretary of State to furnish the Adjutant
M. Hyde de Neuville has addressed an
to New Orleans, and was commanded by
other letter to the Echo Francajs on die -sub- Captain Bursley, brother of Captain Bursley, debts of the wife contracted before mar the whole upon the Bill to abolish capital General with Greenleaf’s and Fairfield’s
■ ject of the American claims, in which he de
Reports.
of the American packet ship Orpheus. The riage : bill exempting fishing boats from punishment.
clares his opinion that the claims made by
Mr. O’Brien of Brunswick, concluded his
attachment ; in favor of Israel Chadbourne,
Passed to be enacted—additional act rela
crew
consisted
of
fourteen
men,
including
the
Gen. Jackson are very exorbitant ; and per
remarks against the Bill.
captain. She struck on a ledge of rocks read once.
tive to the laying out and repair of high-,
sists m thinking that the treaty ought to be
Mr. Cilley of Thomaston replied ; and ways ; regulating the location of certain
about 3 o’clock on the morning of the 1st of
Senate adhered to their vote passing to
rejected.
February, a short distance from Port Patrick, be engrossed the bill regulating the sale of the Committee then rose and reported prog lands ; additional relative to highways.
From Spain the intelligence is unimpor
ress.
tant. A letter of the 26th Jan. dated Bay nearer to the Irish than the Scotch coast. oats.
I he House then went into committee
The wind at the time was blowing fresh from
Bill establishing the standard weight of
onne, says “ the rebels are moving about the
of the whole, and took up the bill abolishing
the north west, and she immediately went to
country at their ease. Mina shows no further
FRIDAY, MARCH 13.
capital punishment—Mr. Abbot of Vassal
pieces. Three of the crew succeeded in potatoes, was read once.
signs of his existence than merely to demand
On motion of Mr. Robinson of Hallowell, borough proceeded to address the commit
Passed to be engrossed — Resolve in favor
reaching the nearest land, and were saved ;
money and reinforcements, neither of which
p
Ordered,
That
the
Committee
on
Banks
but the remainder, consisting of the captain of Union Academy in Kennebunk ; laving
tee in favor of the bill.
arrive so quick as he wishes. Nature herself
and ten men, have found a watery grave. a tax on the several counties in this State. and Banking be instructed to inquire into
Messrs. Shaw and Hutchings followed in
seems to be adverse to the unfortunate Queen,
The Lion sailed from the highly respectable
Finally passed — Resolve appointing lot the expediency of passing a law to restrain favor of the bill, when the Committee rose,
for the powder magazine at Lequeito was
house of Haggerty & Jerdien, of this town. tery auditors ; in favor of certain officers, Banks in this State from discounting paper
struck by lightning and blown up, and with it
reported progress and obtained leave to sil
Lord Brougham had left Paris on his re and soldiers of the Revolutionary army,- payable at any places other than those in again.
55 soldiers of the garrison.
turn to England by way of Brussels.
JV*. Y. Daily Advertiser.
and the widows of deceased officers and sol’ which tbe Banks are located, in such a man
Gen. Sebastiani, the new French Ambas diers.
[Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.]
ner that the whole amount due on such pa
sador to Great Britain, had arrived in Paris,
LATER FROM EUROPE.
per, shall not at any time exceed one fifth,
AUGUSTA, MARCH 6.
The packet ship Rhone, from Havre, has and was expected to set out for London
or other suitable proportion of the total
The act authorizing the appointment of
house of representatives.
arrived at New York, bringing Paris papers about the middle of February.
afnount of their respective loans.
County Commissioners by the people, has
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11.
to Feb. 10. They do not contain much news
According to calculation, which we believe
On motion of Mr. Curtis of Freedom, been up for discussion to day in the House,
Finally passed —Resolves in favor of
of importance, except that the prospect of a to be as nearly accurate as possible, and rath
speedy provision for the execution of the er unfavorable than otherwise, the strength of Daniel Cony et als.—to authorize the Land Ordered, That the several Banks in this and aroused a debate ol much warmth, and
State be required to make a return to the some personality.
The introducer of the
American treaty was decidedly favorable. parties in the Commons is as follows
Anti Agent to settle certain claims.
A letter from Havre of Feb. 10, to a mer Ministerialists 370, Ministerialists 237, doubt
On motion of Mr. Chase of Sebec, the Secretary of State as soon as possible, show bill was Mr. Curtis of Waldo County, a
cantile house in this town, says, that “ there ful 51.—Total 658.-—London Courier.
Resolve in favor of certain officers and sol ing what proportion of their discounts for Jacksonman of course,—but the moment bis
is now no doubt whatever that the bill of in
At length the arrangements for effecting a diers of the revolution and their widows the last year were made payable at the bill was introduced in the House, some of
demnity will pass the Chamber of Deputies.”
Bank, and what amount in Boston—the a- his party fed upon it with all imaginable
The New York papers furnish us with letters communication by steam with the East In and orphans (reported correctly engrossed
dies, via Egypt, are so far completed, that the some days since,J was taken up.
mount of stock held by the Directors—the madness, and among the denouncers of the
[This
from France, and copious extracts from Paris Mediterranean packet, which will sail from
papers, relating to this subject, the most im this port on Wednesday next, will take mails Resolve grants 200 acres of land to each of, amount of liabilities of such Directors and bill was Mr. Perkins of Kennebunk-port,
Stockholders, and that the Secretary of State who, upon attacking Mr. Curtis as being led
them.]
portant of which vve have copied.
for Egypt and for India to Malta, whence
The subject of the treaty was assigned for
Mr. Jarvis of Ellsworth opposed the Re form an abstract of such returns and com away by tbe opposition, was retorted upon
—± ;rthè
municate to the Legislature.
by the latter averring that Mr. Perkins, who
solve.
her,—that is. the nine standing committees ! j[n(]ia
Ordered, That the Committee on leave in aforetimes was a federalist, was now but
Messrs. Chase of Sebec, O’Brien of
ded 'fap0 Hip & ^ban?^er °f Deputies is divi- j
uie sarne raie as tnose loriVl
carrying out his old Federal doctrines in re
Brunswick, Curtis of Freedom, and Benson of absence he relieved from further duty.
de , foi the prehmmary examination of sub- the posta
myst b(J
¡d when h
Bill additional to provide for the sale and fusing the people tbe power to choose their
j
are
put
of
Winthrop,
advocated
the
Resolve
as
call

jects> requiring it,—on the 5th of February, ininthp
o ?
Each bureaux appointed one of its members,
- --------------°St Office--™™uth
—Falmouth Pack
Packet.
ed for by the gratitude which was due to the settlement of the public lands, was taken own officers, &c. Mr. Perkins replied that
op.
Mr. Holmes of Alfred offered an a- the opposition was setting a snare to catch
The
Euphrates
expedition
is
at
length fair- soldiers of the revolution.
to form a committee, to examine and report ] 1jl,e
on the bill. Of the nine members thus ap- y.jOatr in our river, and will sail the first fair
Mr. Holmes retorted
Mr. Jarvis moved to reconsider the vote mendment to provide for the appointment unwary democrats.
• . . six,
• and. some accounts say eight,
• ■ are
1 wind, aL
......awhich
, we detention, which, we
after
vexatious
of a Surveyor General.
that the opposition would not catch him in
pointed,
by
which
the
Resolve
was
passed
to
be
en

The House took up the consideration of >t, or if they did they would let him go as
represented to be favorable to the full execu j have heard with regret, renders less certain grossed, with the intention of moving to
tion of the treaty. The extracts which we!' the success of the enterprise. We trust, howthe bill to provide for the maintenance of soon as they found him caught. This set
publish will show the estimates which are j ever, that the George Canning, a fine ship of amend it by striking out 200 acres of land the poor.
the House in an uproar of laughter, and
« from
irom ii
tOnS’ on b°ard of which the whole is eni- and inserting $100. If the Resolve was so
made of the opinions of the Deputies,
Mr. Ide of Frankfort moved to amend calmed the excitement again. Then a mo
their votes in the several bureaux. Of the bilked, may have a quick passage to the amended, he pledged himself to vote for it
be Jjoined
final vote on the question, however, after a | coast of Syria,; as
"i she will —
----- ~ **at” the although the amendment would without so as to exempt Frankfort from its provis tion was made to refer this law to the next
full discussion, but an imperfect judgment i ove , . ol‘< h# his Majesty’s steamer Al doubt deprive the Resolve of many of its ions, f those towns who have already a poor Legislature, which was put down, ayes 83r
can be formed from the opinions expressed !
■’ whle«Laccompany her to herdesti- .present friends—the speculators.
house being already exempted.^
noes 91. After this vote was taken, it ap
in this preliminary stage.
¡nation.
We are informed that fifteen offiMr. Jarvis of Ellsworth opposed the a- pearing that the opposition all voted with
Mr.
Foster
of
Pembroke,
supported
the
Mr. Clay’s report, with the news of its 1 ?ers’ ev?ry °ne ,of lhem distinguished by emniendment, and discussed at length the pres the majority, which was made up of Jackunanimous. acceptance by the Senate, was : Hient scientli]c’ hterary, or professional attain- motion for similar reasons.
ent
pauper system, and the one proposed in sonmen and Whigs, Mr. Perkins then told
Messrs.
Curtis
of
Freedom,
Shaw
of
received on the 6th. This document appears ' nif 'lts’ twe.nty picked artillerymen, chiefly
the bill.
the Jacksomnen that they saw what compa
to have made a favorable impression on the I a,.t,“cers» ts,x enginemen, seven Liverpool Wiscasset, Benson of Winthrop, and Rob
[This bill provides for the purchase of ny they were keeping, and added it was but
public mind, as proving the absence of a hos- ! blacksmiths, and t wo interpreters, are enga- inson of Hallowell, opposed the motion as
Mr. Curtis retorted
one or two Farms with buildings for the a political gull-trap.
France on the part of the ‘ expedition, in all fifty persons, untile feeling; toward
t
tending to defeat the Resolve by delay.
der the command of Col. Chesney, of the
American people.—Boston Daily Adv.
Without taking any question, the House reception of the poor of each county—these with much warmth, and again hit at Mr.
Royal Artillery. The officer second in com
farms to be under the superintendance of Perkins’ old Federalism. Mr. Dumont ap
[From the Correspondent of the N. Y. Commer
mand is already in Syria, making arrange proceeded to the order of the day—the con Directors chosen for that purpose.]
cial Advertiser.]
pealed to the good sense of members to re
sideration
of
the
bill
to
abolish
Capital
Pun

ments. At
Malta a number
of laborers and
-*■
A. AV A 3« _t?
tb-B • Cza
I
“111
*
PARIS,
FEB.
8, 1835.
Messrs. Abbot, Sabine and Benson also buke such an appeal to their passions. Air.
ishment
(substituting
hard
labor
for
life
in
The difficulty between the Government of ^am?n Wl" . be
The George Canthis country, and the Execulwe of the United i W“.”.l>0!"''V"0 ":on steamers in frame, the State Prison, in all cases in which death supported the bill, and Messrs. Under Parris followed, and said he should vote as
States-for it now appears to have had that i , Et'Phrates »"<1 Tigris, with their materi- is now the punishment, except the crimes of wood, Holmes, Sturdevant and Hutchings he'thought right, without caring whom be
opposed.
Before any question was taken voted with. Mr. Foster of Pembroke, an
extent, no more-is regarded here as so far®’ „
8tores>.’ "all. probably little treason and misprision of treason.)
adjusted, lhat no fears are entertained of a I „ ‘ °f 300 101,8 wc,Sbt- These are made
other Jacksonman opposed to the act pro
Mr. Phelps of Fairfield, advocated the the House adjourned.
rupture of the friendly relations between the I «»’.,nt0/nany packages, winch will be trans- passage of rhe bill at great length.
posed, attacked this new doctrine of Mr.
two countries. By ihe proceedings ¡pf the I
Syna i^smaH
Perkins, that a man cannot vote with his
SATURDAY, MARCH 14.
Before he had concluded, on motion of
j try craft, and conveyed up the Orontes as far
Finally passed — Resolve for the pay political adversaries when he thinks he is
Chamber of Deputies on Thursday last, you f
Mr.
Shaw
of
Wiscasset,
the
House
went
in

will see lhat the subject of the American Ifas navigable. This river after passing theanment of accounts against the State.
voting right. Finally an indefinite postpone
claim was referred for examination in the ij cient city of Antioch, falls into the Mediterra- to a Committee of the Whole, Mr. Webb
Passed to be engrossed—Resolve in fa
ment was proposed, and this motion was
jnean
near
the
gulf
of
Scanderoon.
These
of
Windham
in
the
Chair.
several bureaux, and that the committee, I
vor of Union Academy in Kennebunk— voted down by more than 20 majority. At
After Mr. Phelps had concluded, Mr.
composed of nine members, were nearly I packages will be taken from the Orontes to
Resolve laying a tax upon the several Coun last the act was passed to be engrossed ir>
unanimous in favor of a report recommend-!I Bir on the Euphrates, across a desert proba- dabine of Eastport, moved to amend the
the House, for further particulars about
ing that provision be made for payment,!I bly 150 miles, chiefly by camels, which carry bill by striking out the clause which excepts ties in this State.
! about a half ton weight each, and may be
Bill additional for the regulation of retail which, I must refer you to the newspapers.
agreeably to the treaty. There is no longer
the
crimes
of
treason
and
misprision
of
trea

any doubt of the passage of the bill in the jj hired on the coast of Syria to any number, son from the general abolition of the pun ers and innholders, was twice read, and
Wednesday next assigned, and ordered that
Chambers at the present session. The op- ! and at a trifling expense. Some of the heav- ishment of death.
Mr. Sabine said that
Capt. Pitman, of schr. Bethlehem, frorm
portune receipt of Mr. Clay’s report, which i! iest articles will be mounted on carriages,
500 copies be printed. Adj.
these
crimes
would
rarely
if
ever
fall
un

Portau Prince, reports that on the 17th of
ne sense
sense ofthecounor ine coun- ji0Ut on PurPose- At Bir the steamers
is regarded as exhibiting the
February, lat. 25 35, Jong. 69 59, he saw a
™
s]‘¡“^d, and the Grand Seignor der the cognizance of State authorities, and
try upon the affair, has tended toffivor
___ _ this I
MONDAY, MARCH 16.
i
and
Mehteet
Ah
have
promised
their
protec

strange
vessel, which at first he supposed to
if
the
punishment
of
death
was
abolished
in
result, and allay the asperity excited by the
Passed to be engrossed —Resolve relative
presidential message. It is gratifying to learn tion as far as their authority extends.
other cases, there was equal reason in abol to the publication of private or special acts be a ship dismasted aft. But on nearing,
round her to be a steam frigate, mounting 24
Liverpool Courier.
that that lucid and dignified state paper, and
ishing it in the case of these crimes. Mr. and resolves ; resolve in favor of Israel
guns. Ihesteamer came within pistol shot
the pacific resolution proposed by the com
and lhen stood off to the North East, without
The last accounts from England leave the S. then proceeded to support the Bill at Chadbourne.
mittee, received an undivided vote in the
length.
Finally passed—Resolve authorizing the speaking. Although she had plenty of col
Senate, that able and virtuous body which question of the political character of the new
Mr. Dumont of Hallowell followed in appointment of Auditors to examine the ac ors flymg, her national ensign was foul of its*
has before proved the anchor of our political Parliament in considerable doubt. Parliament
staff in such a manner that it could not besafety. And it lights up a ray of hope for was to meet on the 19th of February. The opposition to the bill.
counts of Lottery Managers ; resolve for
Without taking any question, the Com the preservation and repair of the Canada read.—JV. Y. Journal of Commerce.
the Republic, to find, that in the popular first trial of the strength of the opposition
branch, the immediate representatives of the would be in the choice of Speaker. Mr. mittee rose, and reported progress, and the Road resolve for the preservation and re
Highway Robbery.—We perceive by hand
people, a majority of whom have been so Abercrombie, a member from Edinburgh, House adjourned.
pair of the Mars Hill Road.
bills, that John Herren was robbed, on Mon
devoted to the support of Executive wishes, late Lord Chief Baron, and of some eminence
afternoon
.
Read twice and tomorrow assigned—an day evening, at about 7 o’clock, on the road
the committee on this subject, with a chair as a debater, had been agreed on as the can
Twice read—Bill regulating costs in Ju act for the relief of poor debtors; an act for leading from Woburn to Lowell, at about nine
man rewarded by an office, refused to sustain didate of the Reform party, to be supported
dicial Courts, and reducing the fees of the suppression of small Bank bills (as tak miies from Lowell, and within half a mile
the measure proposed by the Chief, who, it in opposition to Sir Charles Manners Sutton.
would seem, must feel rebuked for his head The report of the pregnancy of the Queen Clerks in Judicial Courts was read a third en into a new draft ;J an act additional reg °r L ■
8 ,avern in Woburn, of bills
long course in a matter involving the most (an event which threatens to make an impor time and ordered to lie on the table.
ulating Judicial process and proceedings ; «2ionneWTh'lgla?ibanks,0,be val,,e of
The House then went into committee of an act repealing certain provisions of an act $24,000. The robbers were two men on
serious consequences to the interests and tant change in the long anticipated succession
character of the nation. It would be a to the crown,) which for some time appears the whole upon the bill to abolish capital regulating fees of certain officers and other foot, one about 5 feet 11, the other shorter
and stouter in dark clothes. The robbers were
strange mode of maintaining the honor of not to have been generally credited, is now punishment, Mr. Webb of Windham, in the
persons therein named.
tracked on the new snow by the inhabitants
America, to make seizures of the property of declared by the Times, though not officially Chair.
An act providing for the election of for about two miles towards Lowell. The
announced, to be generally believed in the
the party who had insulted her!
Scammon of Pittston, opposed the County Commissioners came from the Sen trunk which contained the money was
higher circles. The present King of Great
PARIS, FEB. 7.
found witbm a few rods of where it was
ate indefinitely postponed.
In discussing the question of the Indemni- Britain, was born August 21, 1765, and the
Queen, August 13,1792. They were married
Mr. Cilley of Thomaston, followed in its
An Act to establish tbe standard weight taken, with the clothes and some of the let
ty ’in the Bureaux on Standing Committees
July 11, 1818, and have no children. The favor.
of. the French Chambers, the inquiry was'
ol potatoes was taken up and passed to be ters. A handsbme reward is offered for
the detection of the robbers and recovery of
Mr. O’Brien of Brunswick, commenced engrossed.
<
made what induced Ministers to allow the present heiress presumptive of the crown, the
Princess Alexandrina Victoria, daughter of
the money.—-Mer. Jour.
J
speaking against the bill when the commit
President of the United States to suppose that
Resolve in favor of revolutionary officers,
Kent, was born May 24,
the concurrence of the Chambers was unne tq late
tee rose and reported progress, and the soldiers
:
Commodore John Downes has been apand their widows and orphans, was
Boston Daily Adv.
cessary to the fulfilment of the treaty. The
House adjourned.
Charlett^wn
6 COmmand oi lhe Navy Yard *
taken
up.
The
question
being
upon
the
time that elapsed after the ratification, before
motion to reconsider made by Mr. Jarvis
the presentation of the treaty to the Cham
A dreadful earthquake occurred in the
~
.
THURSDAY, MARCH 12.
in order to amend by inserting $100 in
bers, was also the subject of severe comment, Island of Java on the 10th of October, at half
On motion of Mr. Scammon of Pittston,
The Hon. Judge Dane, whose death was
as Gen. Jackson had conceived himself au past 5 o’clock in the morning—said to be the
the Bill regulating costs in Judicial Courts stead of 200 acres of land, Messrs. Jarvis mentioned last week, has been a subscriber
thorized to draw upon the French Govern severest ever felt within the memory of the
and Foster spoke in favor of the motion,
ment before the bill was passed by the Cham oldest inhabitants. The concussion is repre and reducing the fees of Clerks of Judicial and Messrs. Robinson, Sturdevant, Doyle to tins Gazette nearly forty years, and during
the whole of that time he never suffered his
Courts,
was
taken
up,
amended
and
passed
bers. In all the Bureaux except one the sented as being most awful, and almost be
and Holmes against it. The motion to re- subscription to run more than a year without
votes for members of the committee favora yond description. The Governor’s palace, to be engrossed.
paying.-Bo^on Gazette.
ble to the treaty were, in favor, yeas 224, nays and several other houses at Buitenzorg, also
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo consider was negatived and the Resolve
134, majority 110. In the other, an opposi-r the fine house of Pondok Sedie, are destroy- rate the proprietors of Meeting-houses—Bill finally passed.
There is a rumor in town to-day, traced toThe principal argument in favor of retion member received 34-others 14. Alto- ed. The
The Government
the Custom
Government offices,
offices, the
Custom to incorporate the town of Roxbury.
consideration was that if land was granted a gentleman who is likely to know, that the
ge her 406 members were present tn the House, and several other large buildings, have
Order of notice to the next Legislature
speculators would cheat the old soldiers out Baltimore and Boston Revenue Cutters are toBureaux. A proposition for a grant in favor all suffered.
was granted upon the petitions—-of Thom-1
saii immediately, with despatches for France<,
Thom-1 of it.
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little delay ife possible.
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A riot toil
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road, abou 4 miles iron
6th inst. . ive or six D
ded with s ©t,—one or l
it is believ J, mortally.

District of’Columbia, a<
al deputies ¡»nd police o
_spot
r____
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. and 1 Freshman, as pi
from them mbout a doze
originated 1.1 a determin
considerab ik number of i
obtain highw wages, or
Another p [hy, who di
higher wapjs, refused to
contractor^rtwere themsi
war party, r. Hence the
followed.”

The Legislature ofNe
on the 6th ist. Among
ring the sei eiion is one at
ecutions ar ill one prohibi
circulating pf bank note
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lected Majàr of the cit
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ber of votei (62-Mr. Gi
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choice of' pwn Officers
ford on t e 16th inst.
Lowell, Sa luel Emery i
were electe Selectmen,
seersofthaiilPoor. —Ezra
___
—Edmund ifCoffin, To
Merrill, S sphen Mars
’ Goodwin, Í fperintendir

I

Fires.— I Augusta, o
last, Steveiej’Hotel was
in the thii i[ floor, betwi
the floor. pe fire was
exertions, e itinguished b
ly injured je building,
will be in I ¡e damage de
the princip ¡| part of wb

or thrown i |t of the win,
The Ta írn of Mr. F
together w h the out-bui
ed hy fire U week<
burnt to di uh.
live dv^ling-houses

fire inNei'? York city,
They were all two stofu
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injured by
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STATE LEGISLATUBE.
SENATE.

LIGHT HOUSE; BILL.
. The bril making appropriations for building»
light houses, boats, beacons, monuments and
buoys, passed at the last session of Congress,
contains the following provisions :_
Mime.--Buoys or spindles on ledges called
r ishing Rocks, and Old Prince, at the en
trance of Kennebunk and Cape Porpoise har
bor, $500.
Buoys on Alden’s ledge, Portland Harbor,
$1,500.
Buoys on Huron Island ledge, Damariscot
ta river, and Western rock, Eastern rock, and
Kellsa’s ledge, $500.

In Alfred, Feb. 27th, Richard L. Haix, eon of
the late Mr. John Hall, aged 9 years.
SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1835.
PROBATE NOTICES.
In Kennebunk-port, on Tuesday last, Mr.
Divers bills passed to be enacted.
James Kimball, jun. aged 21 years.
New Hampshire.—The General Election
Bill additional providing for the punish
At
a
Court of Probate held at York, within
In Boston, Dr. Albert Williams, aged 33
years.
65
and for the county of York, on the first
in this State took place on the 10th inst. The ment Of certain crimes, referred to next Le
• In F/°V‘ience’ on Wednesday evening, 11th
Monday in May in the year of our Lord
Jackson party retains its ascendency there gislature, and ordered to be published in the
papers which publish the laws.
inst. Mr. Moses Curtis, of Wells, Maine, a
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon
and its candidates for Governor, Councilors
member of the Sophomore Class of Brown Uni
Passed to be engrossed—bill exempting
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
versity, aged 29 years. About five weeks since,
and Members of Congress are elected
said Court:
fishing boats from attachment; in favor of
he was seized suddenly in the night with an hemOSIAH BRAGDON, Guardian ofNalh'l
there will, also, be decided Jackson majorities i Edsel Grover ; of I. Chadbourne ; additional
rnorrhage
of
the
lungs.
So
exhausting
was
the
Grant, a minor and child of Theodore
in both branches of the next State Legisla [respecting reviews; additional respecting
attack,
as
to
prostrate
his
strength
entirely
and
wills and testaments.
Grant, late of York, in said county, yeoman,
to
leave,
from
the
first,
but
faint
hopes
of
his
ture. The election has resulted as it was
-1 es in certain e^X^ «''•
Notice to next Legislature on petition of
restoration, except, perhaps, in the bosom of that deceased, having presented his first account
generally anticipated that it would.
Stephen Sewall et als.
widowed mother, who reached this city in sea- of Guardianship of his said ward for allo w
Perkms spoke at length in
Resolve respecting State Prison, and for
Twenty fourth Congress.—Theta are al-I! son to ^soothe the dying bed, and to catch the ance :
Pennsylvania.—A Jackson State Conven the
chosen to the
Congress Ilast
of auuiuuuai
additional copies or
of the re"" ready vuusuo
' * sigh
J-1 . of her onl
’» ? chiI•^ H0 died within the
ORDERED—That the said Guardian
—~ purchase „I
me Twenty-fourth
a weniy-rourth Coi
seofSebec moved to iudefi„itp|v
tion, met at Harrisburg on the 4th inst., for | •vised
statutes,
passed
engrossed j; ialso
than a quo-1j walls of the College ; and in the very room where give nonce
notice to
to all
all persons
persons interested,
interested, by
by
-Il
, ,. .
r--- - — to be '■'■•g'WBscu
__ 143 members, being-j twentyv more
—
which prevailed by avuteof’)
the purpose of nominating a candidate for i bill additional relating to engine-men as ruin. Judge Wayne has resigned, leaving iI he had been wont to investigate the principles of j causing a copy ofthis order to be published
amended.
spl.rlt Pass0d to the awards of j three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
142. There remains to be elected 97. The jifmnwHnihv p
Governor. The deliberations of the meet
election in New Hampshire took place on i ^oPhis bein?J dkua\Perh 1 ’ l ;hespri^‘ Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said connon reported inexpedient up0„ a„
ing were rather discordant After much de
ot his being, a distinguished scholar, and a ty, that they maV aonear at a Probatp Court
Tuesday—Isaac Hill’s members have all been |( tide
HOUSE.
most amiable man. It is, however, grateful to to be held nt v/1 aPpeai at a Probate Court
an inq.ury into the
bate it was agreed to refer the nomination
chosen, of course.
The following States ireflect,
”
that his life, though short, had answered first Mond^Am
C°Uilty’
‘W
MONDAY
EVENING,
MARCH
16.
«hog th,! no m„re than o„e ,f l
end —
— that
back again to the people and that another O7L i “ouse went into Committee of the choose their members in April, May, August I life’s great end
that,Jn
in youth and in health"
health, ’he 'j
i • u J
next> at ten of the
r discounted by the Banks ¡,
Rhode Island, Connect^ I had remembered his Creator—and that in sick-! cJock in the toi*enoori, and shew cause, if any
..... io Illis
Convention should be held on the 6th of May Whole upon the bill to abolish Capital Pun and October, viz
be made payable at an
-------' in
■ death,
’ • —
ishment.
cut, Indiana, Missouri, Maryland, Virginia 'ness
and
he looked forward,■ with hum they have, why the said account should
any other
next.
The
partisans
of
Mr.
Wolf,
the
pres

The amendment proposed by Mr. Sabine of. Kentucky, North Carolina, Alabama, Missis ble hope, to that crown of life, which Christ hath not be allowed.
that at which the banks’»-J are re»
promised to those who put their trust in him.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ent Governor, were dissatisfied with this pro Eastport (to strike out that part of the bill! sippi and Tennessee.
it nateci,, and ibis report was
A true copy,—Attest,
Providence Journal.
-J acceeding, and reorganized the Convention. which retains the punishment of death for the I
March 21 WM' CtJTTER
Register.
[The above tribute to the memory of Mr. Cur
Philadelphia
. —The
...... ...........
xioaiu . Herald |
Gov. Wolf was then nominated, having 83 of crimes of treason or misprision ol treason)1, A third, term.
>assed-Res«lve authorizio. the
tis is richly merited. He was a young man of
was
adopted
without
a
division.
(good
authority)
considers
it
as
settled,
that
'
85 votes.
I State to furnish the Adin,
An amendment proposed by Mr. Hutchino’s ! ot? Pie cont’ngency referred to in the annex-1 superior talents and uncommon excellence. His
death 1S deeply lamented by a large circle of
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Uh Greenleaf’s and Fairfieift
of Atkinson (providing that a man convicted !e<
lte,n’ Gen. Jackson will try for
foraa third mends
ed item,
and relatives.]
The proceedings of Congress and of the
q, .
T • i .
.
- . ,
n)ul'<ler shall lose his title to property, and term :
In Limington, Hannah Jane, dauo-hter of Mr. Suffolk, ss.—To the next ofkin, and all oth
fetate Legislature have occupied so large a , ,n all these respects be treated as dead) was
, [From the Herald,]
'beenacted-additionalactrela.
James Hobson, aged 23 months.
er^ persons interested in the estate of Mari/
Judge White—The Presidency.—The pres
portion of our columns for some weeks ■ ad2!.,l®d without a division,
Jrtf.a
ti-T
_ ‘ ftCounty,
• . sin. “
lay ing out and repair of high
In Cornish, Mr. John Weeks, a^ed 60.
] Folsom,Itnm
late of
Boston,
in said
ent
attitude
of
Judge
White,
of
Tennessee,
,
The
debate
upon
the
bill
was
farther
conulalmg the location of cerui,
past, that we have been unable to make room ‘
.........
| _ glewoman, deceased, intestate,
[tinned by Messrs. Phelps of Fairfield, Sturde- aPPears raJh®r.c!dcu.,ated to produce an imSHIP NEWS.
: - .' j W Il ERE AS application has been made
nonal relative to highways
for several important documents which we vant of Cumberland, Shaw of Wiscasset and ' pJession. of division in the Democratic ranks
----------- - ------------------- -| IV
to me to grant a letter of administraSe '!,en J™ ¡nt,, cominiltee
are desirous of laying before our readers— Cilley of Thomaston advocating it, and ot a serious character. But this danger will
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 21, 1835..
lion on the estate of said deceased, to Benvanish,
when
we
reflect
that
if
it
should
ap

, end »«ok up the bill abolishing
among these, are Mr. Holmes’ remarks in Messrs. Dumont of Hallowell and O’Brien of
jamin Dudley of Lymhn in the County of
pear formidable when the National Conven
’I'aacnt.-Mr. Abbot of Vassal!
ARRIVED.
the Maine blouse of Representatives, on the Brunswick opposing it.
York and State of Maine, Trader.
March 13—Sch. Grape, Ward, from Boston.
The committee then rose and reported the tion meet, that body will dissipate it in a few
You are hereby cited to appear ata Probate
address the commit,
29th Jan. in reference to the financial con
14
—
Sch.
Moro,
Emery,
do.
bill as amended, and the House adopted the rIl'n‘Jjes.ljy the nomination of Andrew Jackson
Court to be held at said Boston, on Monday
15— Sch. Louisa, Grant, do.
cerns of the State—the reports of the Com amendments without a division.
for (P^iird term ; a measure every way calcu
the twenty-third day of March current at ten
haw and Hutchings followed io
SAILED.
mittees on Foreign Relations of the United
Mr. Holmes of Alfred then moved that the lated to avert the defeat of the Democratic
o clock before noon, to shew cause, if any
ill, when the Committee rose
March
17
—
Sch.
Ploughboy,
Perkins,
Boston.
p
?F
ty
,
the
Whigs
;
—
and
more
than
justifi

bill
be
referred
to
the
next
Legislature,
and
States Senate and House of Representatives,
you have, against granting the same.
MEMORANDA.
able by every principle involved in the contest
'giess and obtained leave to sift
He the said Benjamin, is hereby directed
—the official correspondence growing out of m the mean time be printed with the accom- of the party, who are fighting for popular
Sailed from Boston, 12th, barque Bohemia,
I panying report in all the newspapers in this
Lord, Havana.
to give public notice thereof two weeks suc
the refusal of the French Chambers to grant ^late at the public expense, and the motion rights and Democratic Government.
Ar. at Mobile, 23d ult. ship New Orleans, Cole, cessively in the Newspaper called the Amer
lence of the P„rtiand Adv^.J
the money appropriated under the Indemnity prevailed without a division.
New York,
ican Traveller printed in said Boston, and in
PRIZE ARTICLES.
Treaty,—the report of the Select Committee
Ar. at Boston, 15th, brig Caroline, Bragdon, the Kennebunk Gazette printed in Kenne
AUGUSTA, MARCH 6.
We
would,
(says
the
editor
of
the
New
from
Havana,
via
Newport.
bunk, State of Maine.
^thonzing the appointment of
TUESDAY, MARCH 17.
of the U. S. Senate appointed to investigate
Brig Ponce, has been got off Sandy Hook;
bill concerning mortgages and pledges of England Galaxy,) call attention to the premiGiven under my hand this ninth day of
the Poindexter affair, &c. &c. We shall personal property and liens created by law, (I urns for original articles, offered by the pub and ar. up at New York, 12th.
ymtsstoners by the people, has
March, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
discussion to day in the House
At Havre, 11th Feb. ship Berwick, Chandler, eight hundred and thirty-five.
give publicity to the whole or the most im- came from the Senate with sundry amend lishers of this paper, viz, $50 for the best ori
a debate of much warmth, and i portarit portions of these documents with as ments, which were adopted by the House ginal tale, $25 for the best poem, and $25 New Orleans.
JOSEPH HALL, Judge of Probate»
Ar. at Boston, T6th, brig Rival, Stone, Mobile
abty.
The introducer of the
and the Bill was then ordered to be re-en for the best article on a humorous subject, or Point.
March 12.
17th ult.
little delay as possible.
humorous article upon a proper subject, which
grossed.
r. Curtis of Waldo County,»
Cid. at New Orleans, 25th ult. brig Herschell,
Resolve changing the time of holding the shall be offered in competition on or before Durant, Boston?
of course,—but the moment his
To the Hon. the Justices of the Court oj Com
*
A riot took place among the Dutch laborthe
last
day
’
of
April.
The
postage
should
be
session
of
the
Legislature
and
changing
the
Ar. at Rio Janeiro, Jan. 1 to 7, ship Marion,
mon Pleas, to be begun andholden at Alfred,
rodoced in the House, some of | ers on the Washington and Baltimore Railtime of Election was taken up. The Re paid, and the address of the writer enclosed Davis, Portsmouth and Cape de Verds.
for and within the County of York, on the
upon it with all imaginable i road, about 4 miles from Washington, on the solve changes the time of Election from Fall in a sealed note. The notes containing the ! At Matanzas, 6th inst. barque Stag, Burnham,
second Monday of February, 1835.
1 among the denouncers of the
z Sl)r',lg and the ti,ne °ftIie session from names of the successful writers only, will he Amsterdam, ready ; brig Perseverance, Burn U1TUMBLY SHEW, Jacob Jeffery, Samu6th inst. .Five or six Dutchmen were wounPerkins of Kennebunk-port,
ham,
from
this
port,
for
Havana.
opened,
and
all
the
manuscripts
will
beat
the
Winter to Summer—the whole subject to be
el Jeffery, Isaac Jeffery, Ebenezer
i ded with shot,—one or two severely, but none,
Ar. at Boston, 18th, sch. Ploughboy, Perkins, Jeffery, all of Kennebunk-port, in said Coun
disposal of the Editors of the Galaxy. The
submitted to the people.
tacking Mr. Curtis as being led
I it is believed, mortally. The Marshal of the
hence.
Mr. Hohnes of Alfred moved to indefinite whole will be offered for inspection to a com
opposition, was retorted upon
ty, Benjamin Jeffery of Portland, in our
[ District of Columbia, accompanied by sever- ly postpone. The motion was advocated by mittee of disinterested gentlemen, and the aReturned, brig George, Wise, which sailed County of Cumberland, Sally Moore of Saco,
averring that Mr. Perkins, who
Messrs. Holmes, Hawes, Jarvis and Under ward will be made during the month ofMay. hence on Wednesday for Havana, having sus
was a federalist, was now but | al deputies and police officers, repaired to the ; wood, and opposed by Messrs. Brooks and If there are more than three competitors for; tained some damage by coming in contact with in said County of York, and Stephen Smith
and Lydia Smith wife of said Stephen in her
h»s old Federal doctrines in re- s spot and succeeded in securing 11 Dutchmen [ Humphrey.
either prize, it will be awarded—if two only, I brig Caribcan, outside the light, in. consequence
>ple the power to choose their i| and 1 Frenchman, as prisoners, and in taking j Mr. Brooks called for the yeas and nays the manuscripts will be at the disposal of the I of the heavy swell and light wind. The C. kept right, of the City of Albany, County of Alba
ny, State of New York, heirs of Benjamin
on her course.— Boston Patriot of 12th inst.
&c. Mr. Perkins replied that
1 from them about a dozen muskets. “ The riot and the motion to indefinitely postpone was writers.
Jeffery, late of Kennebunk-port, deceased,
The Elizabeth, Capt. Rashleigh, from Quebec, intestate, that they are seized in fee simple
( originated in a determination on the part of a deemed in the affirmative, yeas 97, nays 50.
i was setting a snare to catch
M. Serrurier, the French Minister, his fam to Radstow, became waterlogged in a gale, Dec. and as tenants in common of one undivided
An act for the relief of poor debtors was
»erats.
Mr. Hohnes retorted
< considerable number of the Dutch laborers to
cake“?p-. .Mr; Ho’mes offered a substitute ily and suite, were passengers in the packet 4, in lat. 48, Ion. 27. The master, two mates and i fifth part of the following parcel or tract of
sition would not catch him in ' obtain higher wages, or have a fight about it. for
the irigS Bill, After bring8 XT'S“
ship Albany, which sailed from New York, three seamen, were picked up in their long boat, I land, situated in Kennebunk-port, in said
did they would let him go as
A
nnt Pl Of* tin HHr
tirLzi • L.
«.-'a.
_
t 1» ZN V
«1._
__
after being nine days out, during which they '
was postponed *? until 11th inst. for Havre.
Another party, who though not averse to ther consideration
were obliged, from want of food, to drink the County, bounded and described as follows :
found him caught. This set
higher wages, refused to make war upon the Thursday next and 500 copies ordered to be
blood and eat the flesh of one of the crew, who, a certain lot of land containing about eighty
printed.
The
French
corvette
Ceres,
of
24
gyns,
i an uproar of laughter, and
acres, bounded on the northerly side by land
it is affirmed, died insane.
contractors, were themselves attacked by the
Passed to be engrossed—an act repealing Capt. de Saint, arrived at New York on Fri
citement again. Then a moof,Ebenezer Emmons, on the westerly side
SPOKEN.
war party. Hence the blows and wounds part of an Act regulating the fees of certain day, from Brest, having left that port on the
e to refer this law to the next
18th ult. lat. 23 51, Ion. 8133, sch. Spy, of by land of Cieopas Smith, on the southerly
followed.”
officers and other persons therein named ; 24th of January, only four days after the D’- Wells, from North Carolina for St. Marks, F.
side by the sea, on the southwesterly side by
rhich was put down, ayes 83r
Assas.
an additional Act regulating the proceedings
land of Jonathan Jeffery, on the northeasterly
er this vote was taken, it apThe Legislature of New Jersey adjourned of Courts of Probate.
side by land of Eliakirn, Ebenezer and Ezeki
he opposition all voted with
Business was interrupted by a cry of
on the 6th inst. Among the acts passed du
Capt. Tilden, of the brig Judson of Bal
el Emmons and on the easterly side by little
which was made up of JackFire! Fire!” and the House adjourned, timore, was murdered by his cook at Trini
river, (so called,) with persons unknown to
ring the session is one abolishing Public Ex
Vhigs, Mr. Perkins then told
(m a hurry.)
dad, Cuba, on the 5th ult. The cook was
fipHE subscriber offers for sale your Petitioners, that they cannot possess, oc
ecutions and one prohibiting the making and
jL
his Farm, consisting of a- cupy and improve their said part in said
?n that they saw what compadelivered up to the American Cunsul, by the
circulating of bank notes under five dollars.
Later from Europe.—The packet ship Vir Governor.
keeping, and added it was but
bout seventy acres of good land, premises to any advantage, while the same
ginian has arrived at New York, bringing
situated in Alewive, (so called,) in lay in common and undivided as aforesaid,
ll-trap.
Mr. Curtis retorted
Bangor.—Allen Gilman (whig) was e- London papers to Feb. 10. They contain no
The French brig of war D’Assas was tow Kennebunk.—Said Farm is under a good but wholly lose the profits thereof: Where
armth, and again hit at Mr.
later
news
from
France
or
any
part
of
the
lected Mayor of the city of Bangor, at the
ed to sea Wednesday afternoon, 11th inst. state of cultivation and averages about thirty fore they pray that notice may issue in due
ederalism. Mr. Dumont aptons of hay annually.—There is on the same form of law and that their said part may be
second trial, on Monday last. Whole num continent, than we have already received. The packets also went to sea/
ood sense of members to reThe principal matter of interest which exci
a good double two story dwelling-house, well set off and assigned to them in severalty.
ber of votes 762—Mr. Gilman received 408.
ted the British public, was the approaching
ppeal to their passions. Air.
The Spanish Pirates who were sentenced finished, with a wood and chaise house.—
JACOB JEFFERY,
meeting of Parliament, and the vote which to be hung, in Boston, on the 11th inst. have Also a barn which has been recently built.
1, and said he should vote as
SAMUEL JEFFERY,
Biddeford.—The annual meeting for the would test the strength of parties—viz. the been reprieved for three months.
The above Farm is pleasantly situated—aISAAC JEFFERY,
’ht, without caring whom he
choice of Town Officers was held in Bidde election of Speaker.
bout three miles from the village of KenneEBENEZER JEFFERY,
Ir. Foster of Pembroke, an
The
Rev.
J
oseph
F
uller
,
late
of
this
town,
bunk.
—
Any
person
wishing
f
___
The
report
relative
to
the
Queen
was
not
ford on the 16th inst.
Messrs. Harrison
BENJAMIN JEFFERY,
' >g to purchase is
num opposed to the act proSALLY MOORE,
Lowell, Samuel Emery and Ichabod Jordan officially confirmed, nor uniformly credited. was installed as pastor of the Congregational' ’nv,teil t0 call and examine the premises,
I this new doctrine of Mr.
The London Courier, however, of the 9th, on
STEPHEN SMITH,
when the terms of sale
' will be made known
were elected Selectmen, Assessors and Over the authority of “ a professional gentleman Church and Society in Brimfield, Mass, on I "
a man cannot vote with his
LYDIA SMITH,
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
seers of the Poor-—Ezra Dean, Town Agent who has reason to be well informed,” pro Wednesday, March 11th. The services on
aries when he thinks he is
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
By their Att’y, A. G. GOODWIN,
the occasion were as follows : Introductory
—Edmund Coffin, Town Clerk—Stephen nounces it certain.
inally an indefinite post poney&ps ■ - —..
FISH FOR^ALEr
[Correspondence of the Morning Chronicle.]
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Backus of Palmer ; Ser
posed, and this motion was
Merrill, Stephen Mars and Nathaniel H.
STATE OF MAINE.
HOOR
sale
by
the
subscriber,
about
thirty
more than 20 majority. At
mon by Rev. Dr. Tyler of East Windsor,
Goodwin, Superintending School Committee.
m
PARIS, FEB. 7.
: York, ss..MCouri of Common Pleas, at Alfred,
JL
quintals
good
Cod
Fish.
For
further
1 here cannot be the least doubt now that Conn. ; Installing Prayer by Rev. Dr. Snell
as passed to be engrossed in
February term, 1835.
particulars enquire of
the American Indemnity will be voted by the
/AN the foregoing Petition the Court order
r further particulars about
Fires.—In Augusta, on Tuesday afternoon Chamber, since the members of the Com of North Brookfield ; Charge by Rev. Dr.
CHARLES GOODWIN.
that the Petitioners notify all persons
refer you to the newspapers.
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
last, Stevens’ Hotel was found to be on fire mission elected on Thursday to report on the Ely of Monson; Right-hand of Fellowship
interested in the premises, by causing said pe
by
Rev.
Mr.
Clark
of
Sturbridge
;
Address
to
in the third floor, between the ceiling and question are unanimously in its favor. The
wiwmusic'190IL
tition and this order thereon to be published
i, of schr. Bethlehem, from
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
the floor. The fire was, however, by great vote of the United Slates’ Senate, which the People by Rev. Mr. Sanford of Holland ;
subsequently arrived, must remove most
reports that on the 17th of
HE BOSTON ACADEMY’S COL Gazette, a newspaper printed at Kennebunk,
exertions, extinguished before it had serious of the objections raised by the hurt pride of Concluding Prayer by Rev. Mr. Horton.
25 35, Jong. 69 59, he saw a
LECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC: the last publication to be thirty days at leas;
ly injured the building. The greatest loss the French, against the payment of the
which at first he supposed to
Air. Armstrong has declined being con
.
consisting
of the most popular Psalmbefore
and the term of this Court to be held at
will be in the damage done to the furniture, claims. Hence, it is probable that the Treaty
lasted aft. But on nearing,,
sidered a candidate for re-election, as Lieu Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Sentences, Chants, Alfred, aforesaid, on the last Monday of May
will
pass
without
ariy
paragraph
throwing
a steam frigate, mounting 24
the principal part of which was carried out
&c., old and new ; together with many beau next, that all such persons may then and there
blame on the Ministry, such as M. Passey tenant Governor of Massachusetts.
mer came within pistol shot
tiful
Pieces, Tunes and Anthems, selected shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
or thrown out of the windows.
proposed, and for which proposal M. Passey
fl to the North East, without
I from the Masses and other works of Haydn, of said petition should not be granted.
The
Tavern
of
Mr.
Favor,
in
Dover,
Me.,
was not chosen on the commission. It
Fast Day in Connecticut, Friday, April 17.
ough she had plenty of colAttest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
■ Mozart, Beethoven, Pergolesi, Righini, Che
together with the out-buildings, was destroy should, however, be remarked that many
A true copy of said Petition and order
ational ensign was foul of its
rubini,
Romberg,
Winter,
Weber,
Nageli,
ed by fire last week.
Four horses were members of the Opposition supported Minis
manner that it could not be
Kubler, and other distinguished composers, thereon.
Temperance Meeting's.
ters, or at least insisted on the necessity of
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
irrial of Commerce.
burnt to death.
The
“
First
Temperance
Association
in
the
arranged
and adapted to English words ex
fully satisfying the United States. Amongst
March 14.
County
of
York,
”
will
hold
their
next
meet

pressly
for
this
work
:
including,
also,
origin

Five dwelling-houses were destroyed by these were not only George Lafayette, but
ery.—We perceive by handal compositions, by German, English and
fire in New York city, on the 10th inst.— De Sale, De Tracy, and others. M. Realier ing at Emery’s Mills, in Shapleigh, on Wed
lerren was robbed, on Monnesday, the first day of April next, at 10 o’ American authors. Published under the di
seed
Dumas,
a
member
of
the
Tiers
Parti,
and
M.
They were all two stories, with brick fronts.
about 7 o’clock, on the road
rection of the Boston Academy of Music.
Delessert, who, in 1831, had decided that clock, A. M.
The list of Anthems, Pieces and Hymns, is
burn to Lowell, at about nine*
Sanford, March 16, 1835.
—A Woollen Factory was destroyed in Sut only thirteen millions were due instead of
LOVER & HERDS GRASS Seed of
ill, and within half a mile
very full, and of the most interesting char
prime quality, for sale by
ton, Mass, on the 1st inst. Loss $7000—in twenty-five, were found on the present occa
tavern in Woburn, of bill»
A meeting on the subject of Temperance acter. The Work is issued in accordance
TZ.
WILLIAM LORD.
sion supporting the Ministerial view of the
surance $5000.
land banks to the value of
Kennebunk, March 12, 1835.
will be held at the Vestry of the Second Par-1j with one of the principal objects of the Inquestion.
With
these,
moreover,
vyere
all
In Schenectady, N. Y., recently, 8 buildings,
robbers were two rnen on
the deputies of the great ports, Bordeaux, ish, on Thursday evening next, (March 26,) ¡stitution, that of aiding in the improvement
of our Church Music ; and it is believed, from
¡occupied as dwelling-houses, stores and Nantes, Havre, who, though in general anti- commencing at 7 o’clock.
feet II, the other shorter
the means and opportunities which have
rk clothes. The robbers were
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
i shops, 4 barns, a quantity of lumber and 2 Ministerial, were nevertheless obliged from
been at command, for supplying a work cal
jw snow by the inhabitant»
QUANTITY of Flour just received
position
to
avoid
all
possibility
of
a
war
with
Canal boats were destroyed by fire.
culated to this end, that their efforts will be
les towards Lowell. The
and for sale by the subscriber.
America.
Two
members
for
the
Gironde,
HYMENEAL
In
Baltimore,
on
the
night
of
the
4th
inst.
successful to sa high degree. The work is for
antained the money was
WILLIAM LORD.
Ducos and Dufaure, are of the Commission.
i a range of large stables was burnt and four
D. REMICH.
MARRIED—In this town, on Tuesday eve sale by
few rods of where it was
Kennebunk, March 12, 1835.
And yet, notwithstaning all this, of the 401
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
lothes and some of the letmen were killed and four others seriously votes given in the bureaus for the choice of ning last, by Rev. Mr. Wells, Mr. Benjamin F.
Goodwin, to Miss Ann S. Millet of Kenne
ne reward is offered for
the Commission, there were 161 given to men bunk-port.
injured by the falling of the wall.
^¡OTE LOST.
he robbers and recovery of
In Piermont, N. H., 11 th inst. by Rev. Mr.
1 The dwelling-house of Mr. John Griffin, hostile to it, 240 to men favorable to it. In
•. Jour.
some bureaus the struggle was close. In the
OST by the subscriber, a note of hand
Rev. Thomas O. Lincoln of this town, to
i in Westerlo, N. Y. took fire on the night of first bureau M. Ganneron had but one vote Blake,
against Solomon Drown, for fifty-one
Miss Malvina B. Wellman of P.
D. REMICH
ohn Downes has been apthe 5th inst. and was entirely consumed— over M. Salverte, and in the ninth M. RemuIn Parsonsfield, Mr. Samuel M. Parsons, for j ~|2_~^'AS just received bis Spring assortment of
• dollars—there was endorsed on the back of
tnmand of the Navy Yard at
sat threw out M. Berryer by only two votes. merly of Durham, to Miss Sarah, daughter of
said note, twenty dollars. Any person find
two young Ladies perished in the flames !
Col. Stephen Bickford.
ing said note and returning it to the subscri
GARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
In Portsmouth, Mr. Bartholomew Berry, to from the New England Seed Store, Boston, ber. shall be rewarded tor bheir trouble. All
The bills before the Legislature of this
The frigate Constitution was to sail from Miss
Lucy Ann Tobey of Eliot.
dge Dane, whose death was
! persons are forbid purchasing said note, as
■ State, regulating the weighing of potatoes New-York yesterday for Havre, and thence,
In Biddeford, Mr. Alexander Gould, of Bidde warranted of the growth of 1834.
veek, has been a subscriber
payment is stopped.
if
the
appropriations
under
the
French
Treaty
Kennebunk,
March
20,
1835.
ford, to Mrs. Lydia A. Miller of Saco.
¡and oats, provide that the standard weight
arly forty years, and during
JOSEPH THOMPSON»
shall be made by the French Chambers, to
In
Limerick,
Mr.
Joseph
C.
Bean,
to
Miss
Ol

■ of the former shall be 64 lbs. and of the lat the Mediterranean. A new head has been ive Lougee, both of Waterborough.
time he never suffered his
Kennebunk-port, March 12, 1835.
n more than a year without
ter 35 lbs. per bushel.
fitted to the figure of the President at her
In Somersworth, (Great Falls Village,) Mr.
Gazette.
Bray Lunt, of Berwick, to Miss Asenath Libbey "VV”ANTED immediately by the subscriber,
Colbisni’s First “Lessons.
bow, by some artists in New York.
of Limerick.
a lad from 14 to 15 years of age, as an
420,359 ship letters, or 1150 per day, were
apprentice to the Tailoring Business.—.*•Any
received at the Post-Office in the city of
<
or in town to-day, traced to1
COLBURN
’S First Lessons in
Hon. Marcus Morton has been nominated
one wishing to learn the trade will find good —_ _ _ /Arithmetic, just received and
New
during
the vniiui
year
—
of which
OB ITU AR Y.
is likely to know, that the
iotow
tts
me jacssonas candidate
tor Governor
the Jackson
candidate offor Governor of
O4A o nr York
ta* .................
m.vui-ut
. 1834
encouragement
on
application
to
2°/_Sty_„de,lvery and 236’504 I Massachusetts, and Hon. William Foster for
for sale at the publishers’ prices, by
ston Revenue Cutters are to*
DIED—In Sanford, 3d inst. Mrs. Sarah, wife
JAMES B. N. GOULD.
mailed
-----—for
c“ distant coffices.
—ccc.
I Lieut. Governor.
with despatches for France^
_
D. REMICH,
of Mr. Ithemar. Littlefield, aged 86 years.
Kennebunk, March 20,1835.
Kennebunk, Feb. 7,1834.
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At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
Printing Type for sale.
!
andfor the county of York, on the first Mon
OR sale by the subscriber the following
day in March, in the year of our Lord
founts of Type.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon 400 lbs. Long Primer, (the same as used in
From the New York Mirror.
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
this paper,) at 12^ cts. per lb.
said Court:
THE ALPINE OMEN.
300 lbs. Small'Pica, about half worn.
ESSE KIMBALL, guardian of Daniel 230 lbs. Small Pica, about one quarter worn.
BY H. T. TUCKERMAN.
Kimball, a person non, compos mentis, 100 lbs. Pica,—has been but little worn.
« Amidst the snow, in mist and clouds, the
resplendent and colored uniforms appeared in
of Lyman, in said county, having presented74 lbs. Double Pica,—but little worn.
bright and dazzling contrast ; the sublimity of
his third account of guardianship of his said
5 lbs. Two-Line Brevier Capitals—good as
dead nature and the energy of living action,
ward for allowance :
new.
formed a spectacle of surpassing wonder.
ORDERED—That [the said guardian
A variety of Cuts suitable for a Newspa
Holla's History of Italy under JSapoleon.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus per,—good as new.
The hills ! our mountain wall—the hills 1
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Also, several Composing-Sticks.
What meteor gleameth there !
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
The above articles will be sold cheap—hav
HE only specific ever offered to the
The silvery sheen of flashing rills !
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, ing a much larger quantity of Type, than is
Or sunbeams, as they play
public from which a permanent and
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
necessary in a country Office.
On the frosty peaks and snowy heights,
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
Any person wishing to purchase will find radical cure may be obtained of that disa
With wild and fiery ray I
first Monday in April next, at ten ot the it to their advantage to call on the subscriber. greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all its
Ah ! the eddying winds have flung
attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Jaw
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
JAMES K. REMICH.
A vapory wreath abroad,
they have, why the said account should not
in extracting the Teeth, which often proves
Kennebunk,
Jan.
30,
1835.
That float sublime the far-off clifts among,
be allowed.
more painful than the Tooth-ache itself, and
P.
S.
Letters
relative
to
the
above
must
And, in the solar light,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
There are about 3000 dram shops
cold passing from the decayed Teeth to the
Beam gorgeously its ever varying hues,
be post paid.
A true copy,—Attest,
Magnificently bright !
in the city of New York. Their licen
Jaw, thence to the head, producing a rheuWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ses bring in to the city $30,000. The March 7.
malic affection, with many other unpleas
And now, gaze on ; methinks I see
public tax for the support, of criminals MOUSAM MANUFACTURING
H. MORSE, M. D. has located him- ant effects, such as a disagreeable breath,
Shapes more defined, and still
More firm and slow ; but no—it can not be !
• self in Kennebunk, and will be happybad taste in the mouth, &c. j all of which
and paupers, amounts to about $300,C O M P A N Y.
Fancy is blithe to pour
to attend to the calls of all who may favor
are produced from foul or decayed Teeth.
000.
The
number
of
vagrants,
pau

In fairy pencillings, her magic spell,
him with their patronage.
I am happy to have it in my power to oft
HE
Capital
Stock
oftheMousam
Man

pers and criminals, committed in 1833,
The distant prospect o’er.
Dr. M. may be found at the bouse recently fer to the world a remedy that will not only
ufacturing
Company,
is
limited
by
occupied
by
Dr.
L
illie
,
near
Rev.
Mr.
P
ow

was 30,395.
Yet as the clouds roll swiftly by,
their charter to one hundred thousand dollars,
remove the pain nine times out of ten,if
ers’ Church.
Those radiant warrior forms
properly applied, but preserve the teeth
A man by the name of Hunt was and is divided into shares of one hundred dol Dec. 20, 1834.
tf.
Majestic rise to my bewildered eye ;
lars each, and seven hundred and forty-one
from further decay, and arrest the diseasein.
Amid that lonely sea
found frozen to death in a shed in New shares have been sold and their amount,
Of tempest-driven snowsand glacier rocks,
such
as are decaying and have not commen
WIBE.HTOJV’S
!
Bedford
on
Sunday.
He
had
a
bot

$74,100,
paid
into
the
Treasury.
They move all noiselessly ’.
ced aching, restoring them to health and
JONATHAN
FISKE,
Treasurer.
tle of New-Englaud rum by his side,
usefulness.
Oh ! ’tis a strangely glorious sight!
Kennebunk, March 7, 1835.
‘[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
which told the story of his fate*
Where elements intense and gloom
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15, 1832. |
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
Enshroud earth’s rugged towers of might,
notice
cation. See directions.
The undersigned, in his practice as a Den
PROBATE
NOTICES.
So coldly stern and high,
ANTED immediately, a smart active
HE character of this celebrated Oint tal Surgeon, having extensively used, for
There gleams the burnished steel, there nods
young man, topeddle Tin Ware.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
the cure of the tooth-ache, Thomas White’s
the plume,
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
On Hand, A Large Assortment of
and for the County of York, on the first
There martial banners fly !
Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops, and with de
Monday of March, in the year of our Lord IRON HOUOW WARE, disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
The hills 1 our mountain wall—the hills !
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar cided success, he can recommend them,
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
when genuine, as superior to any other rem
What meteor gleameth there !
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of cast of the very best of iron, and every way a ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Not the sunlit mists, nor the flashing rills—
first rate article ; at wholesale or retail at The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, edy now before the public, and can say thai
said
Court:
A sign of wo I see,—
which are so eminently useful for removing these Drops receive the unqualified appro
NCREASES. KIMBALL,named Execu Boston prices.
The omen of the Alps
those glittering hosts
LEVI P. HILLARD.
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
tor
in
a
certain
instrument
purporting
to
bation of the Medical faculty at large.
Bring death to Italy !
A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
be the last will and testament of Simeon Rick March 2,1835.
JONATHAN DOGE,
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
er,]ate of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman,
[From the Knickerbocker.]
No. 5, Chamber st.
wrapping
paper
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
A THOUGHT.
deceased, having presented the same for pro
REAMS
Wrapping
Paper,
just
They say that hope is happiness ;
Messrs. Crosby & Co. Gent.—After
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
bate :
received and for sale by
But genuine love must prize the past ;
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, much delay, I have had White’s Tooth,
ORDERED—That the said executor
WM. LORD.
And memory wakes rich thoughts, that bless ; give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
Hall and others. Druggists in Boston, and al) orders to ache Drops tested which you had the good
Feb. 13, 1835.
They rose the first, they set the last.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Th
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. ness to give me when at your place.
And all that memory loves the most,
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

Was once our only hope to be ;
delay has been, perhaps, in part for want
New
England
Galaxy,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
COMMISSIONERS’NOTICE.
And all that hope adored and lost
appear at a Probate Court to be held at John Neal and H. Hastings Weld—Editors. FipHE subscribers having been appointed of confidence in patent medicines generally
Hath melted into memory.
and partly by having no occasion in mj
York, in said county, on the first Monday of
Jby the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes, Judge of
HE
Eighteenth
Volume
of
the
G
alaxy
own family. I am happy in saying that!
May
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
.
Probate for the County ofYork, Commission
will commence on the 1st of January,
__ —■■■;■:
. .
, ■■
—
. ..r.,,— ■ j
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
ers to receive and examine the claims of the have given it to 8 or 10 of my friends, and
1835. In accordance with a promise given
The following is the petition of a num- isaid instrument should not be proved, ap
in every case it gave relief ; and 1 do not
several creditors to the estate of
long since, that the paper should advance
know of but one case which had a second
ber df the female citizens of Bangor, proved, and allowed as the last will and testa not
JAMES
JONES,
in literary merit in proportion as it gained in
of the said deceased.
application, and that was one of a person
presented to the Legislature some days ment Attest,
late
of
Eliot,
in
said
County,
deceased,
repre

public favor, we have spared no pains or ex
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
since, praying forthe adoption of some A true copy—Attest,
pense to render it worthy of patronage ; Pri sented insolvent, hereby give notice that six over 70 years of age.
Yours very Respectfully,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
zes have been paid for a successful Tale and months are allowed to said creditors to bring
measure to prevent the progress of in
March 7.
PARLEY GODDARD.
Poem, and a liberal remuneration has been in and prove their claims, and that we shall
temperance.
given for Original Articles. During the last attend that service at the dwelling-house of
Worcester, Jan. 8, 1834.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Saco,
with

To the Honorable Senate and House of
the said deceased, in Eliot, on the last Mon
in and for the County of York, on the four months, there have been published in days of this and the four following months, at
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
Representatives of the Slate of Maine, first
Monday of March, in the year of our the columns of the paper, no less than Six one of the clock in the afternoon of said days. LILLIE, Kennebunk', Nathan Kendall,
teen
Original
Tales,
and
T
wenty
-O
ne
in Legislature assembled:
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by
MARK DENNETT, ? Commission- Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
We do not know how to approach
the Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of Original Poems, together with Sketches, Es
MOSES HAMMOND, $
ers.
says,
&c.
making
in
all,
probably
a
greater
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
Legislators, because we have never said Court:
Eliot, February 2, 1835.
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S. I'll
quantity of Original matter than has been
"OETSEY
HATCH,
named
Executrix
in
presumed to interfere with political mat J]> a certain instrument purporting to be given, of the same quality, in any other pa
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92, WaA
STRAY COLT.
ters. We know that in such affairs, you the last will and testament of Bartholomew per in the United States.
ington
St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 1ft
TRAYED
from
the
subscriber
on
Friday,
are much better judges than we. But Hatch, late of Wells, in said county, yeo The fact that these exertions have been
the 9th inst., a Colt, two years old, with Cornhill, Boston.
met;
by
an
increase
of
names
upon
our
sub

many of us know how to approach man, deceased, having presented the same for scription list, far exceeding our most sanguine
dark mane and tail, with both ears cropped.
husbands, whom we tenderly love, probate:
Any person that will give information of said
A REMEDY FOR
expectations,
has
induced
us
to
engage
the
ORDERED—That the said Executrix give
with entire confidence, that the woes notice to all persons interested, by causing a services of JOHN NEAL, Esq. of Portland, Colt, shall be satisfied for their trouble.
(jyRHEUmTXSM
I
JOTHAM MOULTON, 2d.
we either feel or dread, will be relieved, copy of this order to be published three who will hereafter be associated with H.
HE excrutiating pain — the decrepitude
Sanford,
January
24,
1835.
warded off, or shared with us. Others weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga HASTINGS WELD, Esq. the present edi
and deformity, and the prematura
tor ; in addition to which we offer for Ori
of us have experienced the delight zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may ginal articles, the following
old age, which are the usual attendants oi
at a Probate Court to be held at
derived from leaning on the manly appear
OR sale by the subscriber, a large Iron this disorder, are suffered by many from«
PRIZES.
Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
wisdom, and dutiful affection of virtu Monday of April next, at ten of the For the best Original Tale; Fifty Dollars.
Screw and Nut, suitable for a Press for dispair of a cure, or disappointment in tbt
of the numerous pretended antidote!
a Clothier or a Book Binder. Said Screw efficacy
is
ous sons-*-others too, have looked up to clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if —For the best Original Poem ; Twenty-five
affectionate fathers for assistance, with any they have, why the said instrument Dollars.—For the best Article on a Humor a good one, and will be sold much below its used to effect this purpose. But those wilt
subject ; Twenty-five Dollars.
real value.
have made a fair trial of
a degree of confidence that can only should not be proved, approved and allowed ousThe
JAMES K. REMICH.
manuscripts may be directed to the
DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
as the last will and testament of the said de
be increased when we look to a Heav ceased.
Editors of the Galaxy, Boston, post paid, till
Kennebunk, January 30, 1835.
even in cases of long standing, and oftlii
enly Father—and many feel happy in
the last of April, 1835, and the award will be
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
most severe character, have received cerlait
made during the month of May following.
NOTICE.
the consideration that our brothers, by A true copy—Attest,
relief, and many have been cured in a fev
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The address of the writer should be enclosed
LL persons are hereby forbid passing days, some in 24 hours 1 as a numbert
their noble virtues, will not only sus March 7. ______________________________
in a sealed note marked “ Name
and the
through my land on the private road
tain the honor of their families, but as
persons in Boston and vicinity, who wen
leading from my house to Gooch’s beach, so
a Court of Probate held at Saco, within directions of the successful writers only will
sist'to perpetuate the honor and dignity Atand
be
opened.
All
the
manuscripts
to
be
at
the
called ; as I am determined to prosecute all formerly afflicted with the Rheumatism
for the county of York, on the first Mon
of the State in which we have the pleas day of March, in the year of our Lord eigh disposal of the Editors of the Galaxy.
who pass or repass^ with teams or carriages, have very fully testified. Certificates are;
the possession of the proprietor, proving tfe
TERMS OF THE GALAXY.
without my consent.
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon.
ure to live.
JOHN MITCHELL.
Three dollars per annum in advance. As
most thorough and surprising cures b
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
To such husbands, sons, fathers and
we have no agents, persons at a distance who
Kennebunk, Feb. 7, 1835. ,
means of this powerful Liniment, in can
Court
:
brothers, we believe we present this
OSEPH ADAMS, named Executor in wish the paper, can enclose the amount by
where other approved applications hath
TAKE
NOTICE.
petition, addressed to the Legislature
a certain instrument purporting to be mail. Postmasters and others who may for
terly failed. The Liniment is also iw
HE
subscriber,
having
contracted
with
ward the narnfcs of five subscribers and fifteen
of Maine. Husbands, sons, fathers and
the last will and testament of Henry B. Adams,
the overseers of the poor of the town with success for bruises, sprains, numbnes
^brothers, we entreat you to manifest late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de dollars, shall receive a sixth copy gratis ; or
stiffness
of the joints, chilblains, &c.
of
Wells, to support all the paupers belong

a
reasonable
commission.
your love of country, and your affection ceased, having presented the same for pro
ing to said town, for the term of one year from
Price 50 cents a bottle.
MASTERS & MARDEN,
bate :
date hereof, and having made provision for
for wives, mothers, sisters and daugh
No. 38, Court Street.
ORDERED—That the said executor
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
ters, by such Legislative enactments give notice to all persons interested, by caus Boston, Dec. 20, 1834.
DUMFRIES’
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
as will banish from our houses and our
WMEB!
New Type and Stereotype his account.
State the reproach and misery which weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
JAMES
HOBBS.
Foundry,
in
Boston.
OR
sore
ox
inflamed
Eyes, fwesf
printed at Kennebunk, that they may
the use of Ardent Spirits constantly zette,
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
HE Type and Stereotype Foundry for
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
mediate ease and relief. On reef
imposes, not only upon its consumers,1 Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
merly located in Lancaster, is removed
sore eyes, the effect is most salutaryNOTICE.
to No. 3, Water Street, Boston, where the
but upon their innocent families and Monday of April next, at ten of the clock
LL persons indebted to the subscriber, Where the complaint has been of yea’
subscribers
are
prepared
to
furnish
New
and
I
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
friends. The amount of wo suffered
on account, are requested to call and standing, and in some exceeding bad cast
Second Hand PRINTING TYPE, BRASS
from the tremendous scourge, Intemper. have, why the said instrument should not be. and
adjust the same previous to the last of March
the most unexpected and desirable relief6
ZINK
RULE,
LEADS,
&c.
&c.
I proved, approved and allowed, as the last will
ance, we deem it unnecessary to spread and testament of the said deceased.
been found in the use of this Eye Wats:
Having made an arrangement with Mh next.
The subscriber has a touch of the Western after every other remedy had failed. M
out before you. Its desolations are
Jesse Holmer for the manufacture of Type,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and other articles usually furnished by Type fever which he some expects will carry him ny persons who have used it, pronounce
manifest wherever you turn your eye. A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register, t Founders, and as he is well experienced and off in the spring—it is, therefore, necessary the best preparation for these complai»
The best method of removing this ca March 7.
interested in this department, customers are that his accounts should be settled previous they have ever met with, especially in c
lamity, we leave to your superior wis
assured
that particular pains will be tak- to the date abovementioned.
At a Court of Probate holden at South Berwick,
ses of soreness or inflammation of lof
MOSES NASON.
I
en
to
answer
all orders in a prompt and
dom.
within and for the county of York, on the first
Kennebunk-port,
Jan.
31,
1835.
standing. Price 25 cents a bottle.
And your petitioners (who are fe Monday in February, in the year of our. faithful manner.
,
They
have
on
hand,
a
large
quantity
of
None are genuine unless signed (
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-five,
by
the
males of Bangor) as in love and hon
the outside printed wrapper by the sole Pt
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of saidr Pica, Small Pica, Long Primer, Burgeois,
or bound, will ever pray.
HOSE who calculate on paying for
Brevier, Minion, Nonpareil, and Pearl Type
Court:
their papers in Wood and Country prietor,T. Kidder, immediate succesi
Signed, P. V. McGaw and 758 others.
N the petition of James Dorrance, ad, of various faces, which has been used for
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. Forsl
Produce, are requested to deliver it immedi
,
Stereotyping,
and
is
but
very
little
worn,
ministrator of the estate of Andrew
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Ctf
ately
—
otherwise
Cash
will
be
expected.
is offered at a large discount.
Temperance Questions and Answers. Greene, late of Kennebunk-port, in said coun which
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and all
JAMES K. REMICH.
An assortment of Newspaper and Toy
ty,
deceased,
representing
that
the
personal
Q.—Why are you a total abstinence
Kennebunk Gazette Office. ?
by his special appointment, by
estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay Book Cuts, Stage Cuts, &c.
January 24, 1835.
$
man ?
METALLIC RULE, a good article for
the just debts which he owed at the time of
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
A.—1.—For My own Good. Be his death by the sum of forty-nine dollars Advertisement Rules to Newspapers, Tables,
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-porl.
Six
REonths
in
a
Convent.
&c.
which
can
be
offered
for
half
the
price
of
cause ardent spirits are not necessary to and twenty-four cents, and praying for a li
Brass.
give me health, strength, comfort of cense to sell and convey so much of the real
USSELL, ODIORNE & Co., have in
All orders for the above will be thankfully
estate of said deceased as may be necessary
HE subscriber having contracted w
body or mind. Because they bring for the payment of said debts and incidental received.
press, and will publish in a few days, a
the town of Kennebunk, to support^
new work, with the above title, being the
large discount will be made for cash.
sickness, weakness and distress to body charges :
poor of said town for one year, hereby gi'
Narrative
of
Miss
Rebecca
Therese
Reed,
STEREOTYPING
in
all
its
branches,
ex

and mind. And in proof of these points
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
with accuracy an'd dispatch, in the who was under the influence of the Roman notice thathe has made suitable provision!
I need only appeal to my consciousness notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased ecuted
them at the town Work-House, and here'
and to all persons interested in said es most perfect manner. Particular attention is Catholics about two years, and an inmate of forbids all persons harboring or trustingal
or my eye sight.
tate, by causing a copy of this order to paid to Stereotyping Works illustrated with the Convent on Mount Benedict, Charles of the Paupers of said town, as he is det«'
town, nearly six months, in 1831—2.
A.—2.—For my Neighbor’s Good.— be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, Wood Cuis.
The book furnishes a concise history of the mined to pay no bill for their support.
Publishers are requested to examine works
If ardent spirits do not hurt me, they do printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
ALEXANDER G. FURNAU
recently Stereotyped at this Foundry, as it rules and regulations, the employments and
hurt my neighbors.—They make them weeks successively, that they may appear at is
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
believed no works have been out of it but ceremonies of the Ursuline order ; and as it
a
Probate
Court
to
be
holden
at
Kennebunk,
poor, quarrelsome, sick, unhappy. Now
in said county, on the first Monday in April such as would do credit to any Foundry in is the first account ever given in this country
Temperance Hymn Book
of a similar institution, the writer has confineci
while I drink, they will drink, and while next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and the country.
COLLECTION of Hymns, for Temp«’
they drink some of them will become shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer Orders executed on the most liberal terms herself strictly to a narration of facts that
ance Meetings, published by the Co®
transpired under her own eye, and that were
as toprice and payment.
drunkards, and the evils of drunken of said petition should not be granted.
cil of the Massachusetts Temperance Sociell
noted down soon after her escape.
SHEPARD OLIVER, & Co.,
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
ness will come upon them and theirs. A true copy—Attest,
It will make a volume of 200 pages, 18 m©. Just received and for sale by
No. 3, Water Street, 2d door
D. REMICHIf I Let Rum alone, prehaps they will
finished and bound in the neatest manner.
from Washington-street.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
| Boston, March 3,1835.
Kennebunk, Feb. 21, 1835.
Jan. 27.
February 27.
let it alone. At least they cannot quote

POETRY.

my example in their own justification.
“ If meat cause my brother to offend,
1 will eat no meat while the world
standeth.”
Q.— Why have you pledged yourself to
total abstinence ?
A.—\.—H I find no help to my res
olution, others may.—They following
my example, may pledge themselves
and be firm, whereas if they did not
pledge themselves they might fall
away.
A._ 2.—Because I wish to let others
know which side I am on. Reader !
Are not these good reasons ? If they
are, “ Go thou and do likewise.”
Con. Mon.
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